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Q: Wouldn’t you like to get the best properties before the public has

access to them?

What type of homes do renters want? The most common answer is the same type that buyers want. For whatever
reasons, these people are not buyers. They must rent or want to rent, and rental demand keeps rising to prove
it. One problem rental property investors have is in locating and negotiating for rent ready homes, often because
they’re competing against retail buyers.

Do Default Notice Research
You can use county property records to search for properties on which Notices of Default have been filed. In many
areas, you can do this online. Check with your local property records or tax office to see how you can find out
about these notices. They are the first notice to a homeowner that foreclosure is coming their way because they’re
late on their mortgage payments.
This is a stressful period for the homeowner, but it’s an opportunity for them and the investor. If the numbers work
for the amount owed, property value, and equity, you can help them out by buying the home so that they avoid
the stigma of a foreclosure. Keep in mind that at the time this notice is filed, unless the property has been listed for
sale, there is no advertising out there identifying these homes.

Online Research for Pre-foreclosures
Head on over to Realtytrac.com for comprehensive listings of approaching home auctions, pre-foreclosures, and
foreclosures.

According to the site detail for this example property listing, it could be purchased for $55,200, and its market
value is approx. $90,000. Depending on condition and neighborhood, this could be a great rental cash flow
opportunity. You can search the site by state and then by the county for properties.
A little legwork and online research can give you an edge in finding properties. There are other online sites that
you find in a pre-foreclosure search, and it’s worth your time to try several to catch as many opportunities as possible. Then act quickly.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
Judicial or Non-judicial State?
There are two basic types of foreclosure processes, and the state where the property is located generally determines which is used. From Auction.com: When mortgage borrowers fail to make their monthly house payments,
their property will eventually enter foreclosure. This is a process that allows lenders such as banks or financial
institutions to recover the balance of defaulted loans by selling or repossessing the properties.
The process varies from state to state, but generally takes one of two paths: judicial foreclosure or nonjudicial
foreclosure. In a judicial foreclosure state, the lender has to file a lawsuit in court in order to foreclose. In a nonjudicial foreclosure state, the lender can foreclose without going through the court system. Either way, the final step
in the foreclosure process is a foreclosure sale.
A quick rule of thumb is that in judicial states, home loans are secured by a mortgage, whereas in nonjudicial
states, home loans are typically secured by a deed of trust.
In non-judicial states, the homeowner normally receives a Notice of Default when they reach the specified late
period for mortgage payments. In judicial states, it is often called a Lis Pendens. Since they’re basically the same
thing, our example here will be for online record searches in Broward County, FL, a judicial state. We’re searching
for recent lis pendens filings.
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This is a screenshot of the documents search function for Broward County Court filings. It is free to use to locate
records, and this search was for the previous two-week period for Lis Pendens filings.

Clicking one of those filing records, you can see the actual scan of the document. In the box is the legal description, and the AKA is Also Known As and the address.

Locate the Mortgage
You then use the website or court records to locate the mortgage (deed of trust in non-judicial states) to see what
was borrowed, to begin with and when. This can give you an idea of what’s left on the mortgage, though it’s not
necessary to know that at this point.
You’ll want to do a drive-by of the property to see if it’s something you or an investor buyer would want so you
can do more research, or even contact the owners. The tax records will give you their current address where the
tax bills are mailed. What you’ve done here, and if you do it every week or two, is a quick procedural search to find
new default notices filed with the county so you can see if you want to devote more time to research for the property. Keep in mind that many people will find a way to catch up on payments when they receive a notice, or they’ll
work something out with the lender to modify the loan, so this process is more of an alert than anything else.
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Think of it as at a minimum a chance to get your property research and valuation done earlier than most of the
competition. Then, even if you wait for the actual auction, you will already have done your due diligence and can
bid with that knowledge. If you wait for the foreclosure listing, the same thing applies. You’ll have already decided
what the property is worth to you.
Once the foreclosure comes on the market, you can do a quick inspection of the property and make an immediate
offer while your competition is just getting started on their research.

RealtyTrac Research
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Under the pre-foreclosure tab at RealtyTrac and a Broward County, FL search, here are a few of the properties. Notice at the arrows, that the site gives an approximate LTV, loan to value amount. The lower this number, the higher
the anticipated equity. Notice also the HOT indicator on one of these. Let’s take a look at the details.

Now we see a lot more detail about the property, including that it is owner-occupied, so hopefully rent-ready as
well. The schools aren’t very good; we would have to look at the demographic for the likely renter to see if that’s a
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problem. At the arrow is the estimated profit if you could get the property for what is owed on the mortgage and
sell it for market value. Here’s what you see when you click that little circle with the i in it.

This is a nice profit if you can pull it off, but the potential rental value is probably most important, whether you’re
flipping or buying for your own rental portfolio. This one may not be that good. The one under it in the original list,
if you have the cash, may be a better investment for long term rental.

This one has an even better LTV, so you’d be locking in some nice equity profit at the closing table. If it also is one
that can rent well, it could be better than buying two homes at half the price each.
Let’s take a look at the details and expected profit.
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We see better schools, and it is owner-occupied. In the details, we can also see that there are two loans against the
property, and click on the Details link we can see the details of those loans as well as a lot more about the property. As for the loans:
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There’s a lot more to see about the home in the Details section, including:
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Checking the auctions tab on the site, there are plenty of listing choices. However, let’s concentrate on the one in
the green box.
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On the details page, we can find out a lot more about the property, and we can see the current bid at the top right
and the time left to bid. Also on the details page, we see that the estimated current market value is $223,000. And
there is even a rents estimate based on 60 comparable listings within a 1-mile radius:

There is a ton of information on the site, and you can do your due diligence by visiting the property as well. This
one is a condo, so lists a swimming pool as one of the amenities. It could be a great rental property.

Other Sites – Other Opportunities
You’ve seen from the examples that a great deal of the legwork was done at a computer, not at the courthouse,
though if you’re going to bid seriously, you may want to check the county site for other liens. Even buying this one
at $170,000 for a winning bid, that’s $53,000 in equity at the closing table, and it looks like a great rental opportunity.
There are other sites besides RealtyTrac. You can’t do too much online research, so check out everything you can.

1. Search The Nations Largest | Free Foreclosure Listing Site | usahud.com
Ad

www.usahud.com/

We offer HUD Homes, Bank Foreclosures, Conventional Listings, Come Search Today! Free Search.
Below Market Prices. Refinance Your Mortgage. Prequalify For Govt Loans. Credit Repair.

Search Results
Foreclosure Listings - Foreclosures for Sale & Bank Owned Homes
https://www.foreclosurelistings.com/
Nationwide listings of foreclosures, preforeclosures, bank foreclosures and government foreclosures.
We update our listings daily with new homes. SAVE NOW!
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Q: How do you purchase real estate at all-time low prices before they

are bid up by hundreds of investors?

The key to catching deals earlier than the competition is often just knowing where to look and keeping an active
eye on new listings that pop up. Some of the best deals out there come from government agencies and from the
entities that guarantee loans. Some of these sites have a huge volume of homes for sale, while others have limited
numbers, but the opportunity to pick up a great bargain is worth watching these sites. Some will also let you register for notices of new listings.
HUD.gov – The Department of Housing and Urban Development has a site at http://hudhomestore.com dedicated to selling mostly foreclosed and pre-foreclosure homes.
Fannie Mae – Fannie Mae is one of the top two guarantors of loans, so there are a large number of their foreclosures for sale at http://Homepath.com.
Freddie Mac – Freddie Mac is the other major home loan guarantor, and they sell homes across the country at
http://HomeSteps.com.
FDIC – At https://www.fdic.gov/buying/owned/ the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation sells homes in the
agency’s possession through foreclosure or seizure. There aren’t many, but one example in FL is a 4316 sq ft, 5 BR
4 BA home for sale for $199,900.
IRS.gov – At https://www.treasury.gov/auctions/irs/cat_Real7.htm, the IRS sells homes seized for failure to
pay taxes. There are generally no minimum bids on most of these government sites, though there will be starting
bids, and they can reject any bids they want.
USDA.gov – It is a well-kept secret that the USDA guarantees loans across the country, and not just in rural areas.
At https://properties.sc.egov.usda.gov/resales/ they sell their foreclosures.
US Customs – This division of the Treasury Department sells seized properties at https://www.treasury.gov/
auctions/treasury/rp/.
US Marshals Service – Though most of the listings here are vehicles and airplanes, there are houses listed from
time to time at https://www.usmarshals.gov//assets/sales.htm#real_estate.
Watch these sites to get the jump on the competition for bargain real estate prices.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
HUD Foreclosures

This search at the HUD site is in Harris County, TX, Houston, TX area. Taking the first on the list, here are the details:

You’ll have to do more research on these listings, as HUD isn’t going to give you an estimate of value. This home
could be a good buy for a rental, but you’ll need to do the rental and value due diligence. You will find great deals
here from time to time.
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Fannie Mae Foreclosures

As with the HUD site, you will have to do your own value research, but you do get a rental estimate in the detail
section for each listing. From the top listing at $105,000:

This could be a good buy after more research. Notice that you get links to the tax assessor site so you can at least
see the tax valuation, though that rarely equates to true market value; usually lower.
The list price of $105,000 is just that, a list price. You can make an offer at any time, and do it online at this site.
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Freddie Mac Foreclosures

This is the search results area on the Freddie Mac site, and the results for residential properties in Broward County,
FL. Taking the $119,000 listing:

The detail page tells you a lot about the property, usually enough to decide if you want to do more research.
Again, the list price is open for bids. There wasn’t a rent estimate, so that is research you’ll need to do. However, if
you can find this home on RealtyTrac, you can get that information there.
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USDA.gov

The USDA doesn’t guarantee nearly as many loans as the other big agencies, but they do often do direct loans as
well, and not all in rural areas. This is the result of a search on the state of Louisiana, just 11 results. However, the
bottom listing could be a good rental investment.

This is the detail for the listing, not a lot of information, so your due diligence on these properties will be
more work.
However, you’re probably going to have little or no
competition, so you could pick up some really nice
deals at bargain basement prices at this site.
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IRS.gov

These are some of the photos. There isn’t a lot of detail in the listings, but the IRS
does tell you in some cases that there are no other liens, and in other cases, you’ll
be told whether you should check on your own for possible liens.
This home is listed as in an upscale neighborhood in Atlanta, GA, and the photos
seem to present it well. At $45,000 for a minimum bid, it could be a steal of a deal,
especially if you’re into fix & flip.
It is on one acre, but you can’t go into the property, so there are condition risks
you’ll be taking. However, in looking at the total of more than 3,400 square feet
including the basement, this could be a monster of a fix & flip profit project.
You could also fix it up and have a great rental home with huge cash flow
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FDIC.gov, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

This is another site with low listing volume, but it also can deliver awesome potential, especially when your competition is probably not checking it. Taking the third listing marked as Pre-Market in Oklahoma City, OK:
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This is another site where you’ll have to do a lot of your own research, but again, it isn’t one many of your investor
competitors will be following.

As this screenshot shows, these properties do sell, and these two look like fixer-uppers, but at these prices, there’s
a lot of room for repairs.
Some of these are mobile homes, and they may be deals for retail buyers looking for an inexpensive home. There
is no way to know what may turn up at this site. It requires keeping tabs.

There is a place to sign up for email updates from the site, but it doesn’t make it clear if new listings will be part of
the service.
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US Customs at Treasury.gov

These are homes seized by US Customs, and though there aren’t a lot of them, there can be some really good
deals here if one is in your investment market area. Taking the one in the box, there are some interesting information items in this listing.
••

$5,000 minimum starting bid

••

1,465 sq ft, 4 bedrooms, 3 bath

••

Riverdale, GA location

••

Tenant in place with $850/month rental income
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There is a link to the lease.

This auction was being held in May 2018, so the lease is about to run out, possibly giving the new owner an opportunity to increase the rent.
The good news is that you can work your way back from the rent, run some price and expense scenarios, and you
can determine what your top bid could be for an acceptable investment.
Or, assuming that there hasn’t been any notice of intent to move, you could keep this tenant in place. There are
options here and an immediate income. This isn’t the kind of deal you stumble upon often.
It is off the beat sites like these that can deliver some of the best deals you’ll find, and they can do it with less
competition as well.
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Q: How do you generate additional cash flow month after month?
This question is best answered with a comparison of building wealth in a stock market account versus rental real
estate. Whether you have this much in a retirement account right now or you need to build for a first down payment, assume an account balance of around $60,000.
You have this in a retirement IRA or 401k, and you’re adding $200/month, the extra cash you have each month to
invest. At 6% compounded annually, you’d have just over $200,000 in this account in 15 years. If you are in retirement, this will contribute around $833/month pre-tax to your living income.
Buy a Rental Home
Instead, take half of your current balance plus a little in closing costs and buy a $150,000 rental home with $30,000
for the down payment. In many markets, you’ll be able to rent the home out for around $1,200/month. You’ve
financed $120,000, being conservative and using 5% for the mortgage rate, your payment, with $200/month for
insurance, taxes, and repairs would be around $844/month.
$1,200 - $844 = $356/month in cash flow into the account. Now, instead of growing your money with a $200/month
contribution, you’re adding $556/month to the account. True, you’re back at $30,000 cash balance, so that would
build in this example to around $100,000, and would contribute $417/month to your living income if retiring.
However, you still have that $356/month, probably grown over time very conservatively to $480/month with inflation from the house rents. So, $417 + $480 is $897/month, not much better than that $844/month from an all-cash
account. However, you’re not going to stop with one house.
Take that $556/month and every five years you have enough money to put a down payment on another rental
home with it. You’ll end up with three more homes when you hit that retirement in 15 years. Now, just using our
numbers here, you’re taking in four rents with positive cash flow of approximately $356 each, for $1,424/month.
You’re now better off by almost $600/month than if you’d let your cash and stocks accumulate without real estate.
In this example, there was no other borrowing other than the mortgages, as the down payments came from cash
flow. What if, with paying down the mortgages and value appreciation, you could have added a couple more houses borrowing against your equity?
There simply is no better way to begin to build cash flow every month, growing over time, and creating the retirement lifestyle you want.

**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
How to Value a Rental Home Investment – The Property
Before you start to do the calculations that determine if the numbers work for good cash flow and instant equity at
the closing table, you should evaluate the property for rental suitability. If you want to hold a rental home for years
with low turnover, high cash flow, and appreciation potential, it should meet a specific set of criteria.
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Neighborhood
There are several things to look at when it comes to location. Rental or not, the better neighborhoods in demand
are best. You can also check the appreciation history for an area over time, as some areas just do better than others. Are there a lot of rental homes in that area, or is there scarcity, the better situation?
The Prospective Tenant
Related to the neighborhood, the people you expect to be your tenants should be carefully matched to the neighborhood and homes characteristics. If your tenant pool is mostly young professionals or technology people, then
you want to check out neighborhoods with easy access to the places where they’ll work. They also are likely to be
either single or young couples who haven’t started a family yet. Smaller homes with newer features will probably
rent better.
If families are your primary tenant pool, then more bedrooms and nice yards are a plus. Also, easy access, probably walking or biking access, to parks or green belts is a major plus. Homes in low crime areas with good schools
will also rent better and retain tenants longer.
Home Condition
This is more of an economic factor, as the tenant knows you’ll pay for repairs. Older homes may have deferred
maintenance issues. If the major appliances and comfort systems are more than 8 years old, you’ll be dealing with
replacing them soon. The same goes for the roof.
All of these are important considerations because you’re investing long-term in a home and you want to keep your
vacancy losses low, so keeping tenants longer is important. You’ll also cut your vacant time between tenants and lower your advertising costs with homes that are in demand and in areas that are popular with both buyers and renters.
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How to Value a Rental Home Investment – The Calculations
These are the numbers, the calculations that determine the investment potential and your expected ROI, return
on investment, both immediate and over the holding period. You may not use them all, or you may consider some
not as important as others, but you should know the basics of each.
Rental Home Investment Calculations
Property Info
Address:____________________________
Purchase Price ----->
Down Payment ----->
Other Acq. Costs -->
Cash In >

Type:______________________

$0
$0
$0
$0

Management
Accounting
Legal

Calculations
INCOME FROM OPERATIONS:
# of Units Mnthly Rent
0 $
0 $
0 $
$
$
$
$
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Potential
Annual

-

Occup %
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Vacancy & credit loss % as whole #, will convert to % --->
Gross Potential Income --------------->

CFBT ------->
** Note

You fill in yellow areas

Repairs
Maintenance
Insurance
Janitorial
Supplies
Prop/op taxes
Other

Annual
Occupied
Income
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

0

$0
#DIV/0!

Total Operating Exp ---->

$0

Net Operating Income ->

$0

Capitalization Rate ->

Cash Flow Before Taxes (CFBT)
Net Operating Income ->
Enter Debt Service ----->
Capital Expenditures -->
Loan Proceeds In ------->
Interest Earned In ------>

$0
$0

$0

Gross Operating Income ------------->
Gross Rent Multiplier or GRM ----->

Annual Cost

OPERATION COSTS:

#DIV/0!

$0
$0
0
0
0

ST/Fed Income Taxes

$0

Break-Even Ratio --->

$0

Return on Equity Year One ------------->

Cash Flow After Taxes (CFAT) ------>

$0

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

Blue/green areas are calculated for you
Linked text takes you to an online article explaining the calculation.

This is a spreadsheet you can download from this link and use. When you fill in the data you know, this sheet
will calculate the variables. The links for the various calculation explanations in the sheet will take you to more
detailed explanations. Here, we’ll go through a brief overview of each of them.
Vacancy & Credit Loss
If you’re buying a property that is already in rental service, the seller may be able to give you this number, but it’s
not common. It is an estimate of the loss you’ll realize during periods the property is vacant, as well as the money
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you’ll lose for non-payment of rent. The actual number for a current rental is the best scenario. Next would be an
average number of local rental properties.
You’re not going to be able to call landlords and ask this, but you could call a local property management company. You may have to let them assume you’re checking them out to manage your property, but this is business. You
can tell them that you’re evaluating a rental home and need to know the number they use for estimating vacancy
and credit loss. If they don’t know what you’re talking about, try another company.
The last resort is to estimate a number. This report has national data for a vacancy in single-family homes, and a
lot more data as well if you’re into digging into the numbers. Here is one item in the report for vacancy:
Vacancy
SFR (Single Family Rental) vacancy is forecast to end 2017 at 5.1 percent, down 120 basis points annually.
That’s as good a place to start as any. Now you can take a guess at how much you may lose to non-payment
of rent. This varies widely, from almost nothing to a lot, depending on your tenant selection and vetting. Some
reports put the combination of both, Vacancy and Credit Loss at around 7% on average, so you could just use this
number to start with until you develop your own history.
This number is expressed as a percentage of Gross Potential Income, which we’ll explain next. You’re taking what
you expect to rent the property for, multiplying the monthly by 12 months, and that’s your rent before vacancy and
credit loss.
Gross Potential Income, GPI
You’ve done your market research, called around like a tenant, found out what homes like your subject property
are renting for, and you’ve come up with a number you expect for monthly rent you can charge. Let’s use for our
example a monthly rent of $1,200. You expect that rent, and you hope for 100% occupancy forever. Being a realist,
you don’t expect that to be the case, but this first number is your Gross Potential Income or GPI.
GPI = Gross monthly rent x 12
GPI = $1,200 x 12 = $14,400
This one is easy, and you’d love to see it be the case every year, but now for the next one.
Gross Operating Income, GOI
This is the income we expect to have to operate and manage our rental, hopefully for a nice monthly positive cash
flow profit. It is also a simple calculation, with only one item subtracted from the GOI.
GOI = GPI – Vacancy and Credit Loss
Keeping with our example house, and using a conservative (we think it’s too high) 7%, we simply use these two
numbers in our calculation.
GOI – GPI – Vacancy and Credit Loss
GOI = $14,400 – $1008 (7%, or x .07)
GOI -= $13,392
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Of course, we’re assuming less than 7% in losses for vacancy and credit loss, but we have to start with an estimate
without a history to go by. If there were no credit losses in this example, this amount would be around 25 days of
vacancy and no rental income. If you’re setting up a good lease and requiring notice, you should have another
tenant ready and only have the time involved to get the property ready between tenants. Also, if you keep tenants
for more than one lease period, you’re ahead of the game.
Gross Rent Multiplier, GRM
This is one you may not use, but you should know about for the future. GRM is a quick analysis tool used mostly by
multifamily and commercial real estate investors. It is the value/price of a property divided by the GPI.
GRM = Value/Price / GPI
Let’s say that you’re considering buying our example rental home for $150,000, so the calculation looks like this:
GRM = $150,000 / $14,400 = 10.4
The investors who use GRM are looking at many properties and trying to get to a short list before they spend a lot
of time in more detailed research. They get the approximate numbers for recent sales or existing homes they can
value, and they take prevailing rents for comparison purposes. For example, if single-family homes like your subject property and about the same value have these GPI numbers based on advertisements for rent, we can make a
value comparison:
••

Property A = Sold for $130,000 with GPI of $11,800

••

Property B = Current market value $175,000, GPi average $13,900

••

Property C = Listed for $160,000 advertising GPI of $15,900

We’re trying to see if our subject property is worth the $200,000 we expect to pay for it based on the current listing
price and some negotiation, so:
••

Property A GRM = $130,000 / $11,800 = 11.0, priced at 11 times rents

••

Property B GRM = $175,000 / $13,900 = 12.6, priced at 12.6 times rents

••

Property C GRM = $160,000 / $15,900 = 10.1, priced at 10.1 times rents

You should get a hint by now that we’re not looking for higher numbers. Instead we want a lower number. We’re
looking at value/price based on how much it takes in rents to pay for it. So, properties A and B could be overpriced, or at least not bargains compared to Property C. It only takes 10.1 times rents to buy it. As for as our example home, it’s about the same as Property C.
The point in using this rather subjective calculation and GRM is to go through a bunch of properties for sale and
have the best rise to the top of the list quickly based on the relationship of rents to price/value.
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Operating Expenses
Before we move on to Net Operating Income, we need to take a look at the expected or normal expenses of rental
property ownership and operation.
••••

•

Management – This is an expense, even if you don’t pay someone to
manage your properties; or at least you should consider it so. Your time
is worth something, and you may as your portfolio grows, want to hire
out management. Often this can be estimated as a percentage of rents,
as that’s how many management companies charge their clients.

•

Marketing/Advertising – There will be some costs to attract tenants,
and you could include vetting costs in this number as well. It can be
classified ads or even the ongoing costs of a website.

•

Accounting – Some or all of the fees your accountant charges you for
the business accounting services.

•

Legal – The same goes for an attorney for lease review or preparation,
eviction services, collection actions, etc.

•

Repairs – These are the normal costs for repairs, not major costs like
replacement of a heating system, as that usually must be depreciated.
It includes plumbers, electricians, carpenters, any repair people you
call to keep the appliances and mechanical equipment running.

• Maintenance – This can mix with repairs, but can also be a separate
accounting for regular visits to do landscaping, etc. Your lease may require the tenant to do this, however.
•

Insurance – Homeowner insurance for damage to the property, as well as liability insurance specifically for
landlords.

•

Janitorial – This is more of a service for multi-family or apartment projects, and is cleaning, etc.

•

Supplies – You should be supplying some items, such as batteries for smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, etc.

•

Property Taxes – We all know what these are, and they are an operational expense, even if you pay them and
insurance in a mortgage escrow account.

Why isn’t the mortgage payment in this group? We’re evaluating the investment as if you were paying cash for it to
compare it with other investments. Cash flow calculation is where the mortgage payment comes into play. For our
next calculation, annualize these expenses, as that is how the spreadsheet needs them as well.
Net Operating Income, NOI
As just stated, this is an operating income calculation, not one for cash flow, as the mortgage payment is not a
part of it. Think of it like this: you want to compare this investment to others, and you could pay cash for it (someday), so you don’t want a mortgage and interest payments to muddy the comparison picture. Also, your mortgage
payment depends on your down payment, and you may want to work with that number.
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NOI is calculated by taking the GOI, Gross Operating Income, and subtracting the annual operating expenses.
From our previous calculation, GOI for our example home is $13,392. Rather than go into individual expenses, for
this calculation, you’ve entered amounts in most of the boxes in the Operating Expenses section. The sheet totals
your operating expenses for the year to be $4,060. This number doesn’t have much in it for management, but
you’re doing this on your own right now.
NOI = GOI – Total Operating Expenses
NOI = $13,392 - $4,060 = $9,332
There is something else important about this number, especially when you’re comparing rental homes for purchase.
Landlords come in all shapes, sizes, and types. They also have been in the landlord business for varying periods
of time, and they have different attitudes and abilities. Any of these variables can and often do influence the NOI
of the property. So, if you are looking at current rental homes and the seller gives you’re their books and NOI, you
can’t just decide to compare that number across properties without examining rents and expenses.
Tired landlords, or ones who do not like interviewing tenants and the work to rehab the unit between tenants,
may forego rent increases to keep good paying tenants in the home. This means that it is likely the GPI for the
property is below what you can get in the current rental market. Raising the rents as you move out the tenant(s)
changes all of the numbers down the line to NOI. If you can get more, then your NOI would be higher than what it
is for this owner.
As for expenses, if the landlord pays his brother-in-law higher costs for repairs, or accounting, or legal, then the
NOI for this home is lower than it needs to be. If you can reduce expenses in any way, you increase the NOI and the
value of the home.
Cash Flow Before Taxes, CFBT
Now we’re getting to the fun part, as you want this number
to make you happy making the monthly bank deposit.
Prior to this, in the NOI calculation, you learned why the
mortgage wasn’t included to this point. Now we’re going to
get to the monthly amount you’re taking to the bank, and
the mortgage payment obviously is a part of it.

Debt Service: We call it Debt Service, the second in the boxes above, just under our NOI of $8,792, and you enter
that number next to Net Operating Income. The debt service number is the P&I, Principal and Interest Payment
on the mortgage, not including the escrow. The insurance and taxes in escrow have already been included in your
expenses of operation.
Our example home was purchased for $150,000 with a 30% down payment, so $105,000 is mortgage, and we’ll assume an interest rate of 5%. This means a P&I payment of $564/month. Multiply that x 12 for an annual debt service
of $6,768. Enter that in that line. If you paid cash for the home, you’d have no number here, but no leverage either.
Capital Expenditures: We’ll assume that you bought a newer home and anticipate no big capitalized expenses,
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so you have no entry here.
Loan Proceeds and Earned Interest: These two lines are rarely used, but should you maybe loan the tenant
money or in some other way take in positive cash flow, you’d enter those numbers here annualized.
Now that we only have two numbers in our CFBT section, we get:
CFBT = NOI – Debt Service
CFBT = $9,332 - $6,768 = $2,564
You now know that you anticipate a bank deposit every month of $2,564 / 12, or $213.67/month. A lower down
payment would have reduced this considerably. Is this suitable for your needs or goals? It’s up to you, but your
Cash-on-Cash return is:
$2,564 / $45,000 (down payment invested) = 5.7%
There are several opportunities to change any of the variables and increase or decrease this number, even negotiating a lower price for the home. There are many investors out there who would love this return on a low risk
investment, and all numbers used in this example were conservative. You do gain some other advantages that
contribute to your overall cash flow, the best of which is depreciation on the property.
Depreciation
You are allowed to depreciate the value of the structure (not the land) over a life span of 27.5 years. For our example, the lot is worth $20,000, so the amount depreciated is the structure value of $130,000 ($150,000 - $20,000).
$130,000 / 27.5 = $4,727/year
That’s $394/month that you’re not paying in income tax on your profits, so really it amounts to extra cash flow.
You’re also getting to deduct all expenses and mortgage interest. You could even show a loss on this property and
write that off against other investments.
Actually, better research, property selection, and rent/expense management can change your cash flow number
significantly. That’s one reason rental property investing is so inviting. You are in control of your results. You make
the decisions and determine the results.

Moving Up to Multi-family
Though it is beyond the scope of this report and the basic question, this page is really important to your long-term
returns. Many highly successful investors start with single family homes and then move on to apartments as a
logical next step.
Economy of Scale
When you concentrate ownership of multiple units in one location, often under one roof, you gain in several ways
through economy of scale. You scale up for savings that increase profits and cash flow.
••

Lower repair expenses through volume negotiations.
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••

Lower expenses through possible hired onsite maintenance.

••

Insurance costs per unit are lower, as tenants insure their belongings.

••

Mortgage interest per unit is lower for many under one mortgage.

••

Property taxes per unit can be lower.

••

Depreciation advantages with lower land cost per unit.

••

Lower management costs than management for dispersed units.

For these reasons, many investors find that apartment investing is the next logical growth step.
Financing is Different – Less Personal Credit Oriented
Apartments are financed as commercial properties, and the lender has one primary focus; it’s cash flow to pay
the mortgage. Single owners or partnerships go to a lender to finance an apartment property with operational
numbers, including those you’ve learned in this section. If the numbers work to prove to the lender that the debt
service is funded for their protection with profit left over for the owners, then financing can be approved.
Break-Even Ratio
This is the ratio of the total of all ownership expenses, including debt service divided by the Gross Operating Income. So, you’re using Operating Expenses + Debt Service and dividing the total by the GOI.
(Op Expenses + Debt Service) / GOI = Break-Even Ratio (expressed as %)
We don’t have example numbers, but each lender will have their own acceptable break-even ratio, and if at that
number or lower, the loan is likely to be granted. Often it is between 75% and 80%. So, if the expenses and debt
service together do not exceed the debt service limit, the borrowers can close on the purchase.

Q: How do I bring a sense of confidence to my investing?
To answer this question, think back to your school days, sports, and then learning to drive.
Learn
Study everything you can on your desired investing strategies. Don’t necessarily take everything you read online as
real-world, as a lot of that is selling something, but all knowledge has value.
Go to seminars, take courses, get a mentor if you want. The more you learn, the more you’ll understand the investing process, risks, and rewards. Definitely get into the “numbers” of investing, especially in how to determine the
value of a property. Then dig into expenses of fix & flip, closing, borrowing funds, and managing rentals.
Get into the numbers in your local market. Watch property sold prices. You can get a real estate agent to set up automated reports out of the local MLS that will send sold prices to you when they are posted. Learn how real estate
agents value properties. Learn which neighborhoods command a premium price and appreciate faster.
Research rents, as even fix & flip or wholesale investors need to know how much a property is likely to rent for, as
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they often flip to rental investors. Research rental expenses and property taxes. You need to be able to calculate
rental cash flow.
Study stories of failures and lost money on deals just as much as you do the successes. Knowing what creates
failure is just as important as knowing the factors in success.
Practice
You didn’t make the first team in sports until you proved to yourself and the coach in practice that you were ready.
You didn’t take your driving test without a parent or an instructor letting you practice driving and parking.
It is common for stock brokerages to offer “paper-trading” to help investors to see how they would do using their
own stock selection methods. You can do the same with real estate to some extent on your own.
Get into the numbers in your local market. Watch property sold prices. Learn how real estate agents value properties. Learn which neighborhoods command a premium price and appreciate faster. Research rents, as even
fix & flip or wholesale investors need to know how much a property is likely to rent for, as they often flip to rental
investors. Research rental expenses and property taxes. You need to be able to calculate rental cash flow. Then run
your own practice rental property valuations and cash flow.

**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
OK, you’re Susan Wannavest, and you want to become an active and highly profitable real estate investor. To this
point in your life, your only investments have been in a couple of mutual funds and some stocks in a small stock
brokerage account you started with an inheritance. It amounts to around $40,000, and you want to be careful with
it, but you also want to get active and profit from real estate.
You aren’t risk-averse, but you are cautious, and you don’t like losing money. You also know little about real
estate other than making a house payment. You do own a home, and have for around six years, paying your notes
on time, and you have a good credit record. You haven’t owned the home long enough to build much equity
over your initial $25,000 down payment that your parents helped you with. You feel good though in that you’ve
watched rents in your area, and your mortgage payment is well below what you’d have to pay to rent a comparable home in your neighborhood.
In your job, you have time to invest as well as around $300/month in cash over your expenses and a small amount
of savings. Your schedule is flexible enough to have a couple of days each week to dedicate to real estate investing, even though it’s usually Saturday and Sunday.
You know that you don’t have the down payment you need to start right out in buying a rental home, but you are
really interested in short-term real estate strategies like wholesaling and even fix & flip. In your job, you work with
contractors as a contract administrator, so you know the ins and outs of hiring out contract work.
Now you just want to know what else you need to do now or have to get started confidently in real estate investing. The good news is that you don’t need anything you don’t already have, and the most important thing you
need is just the desire to move forward. You have decided that your goal is long-term wealth through rental property ownership, but you’re ready to use other strategies to get your first down payment(s) and get started.
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Could you rent out your home?
Maybe this hasn’t even occurred to you, but it could be one way to get started and learn a lot in the process. You
know that comparable rents look like you could rent on your own and rent out your home with profitable cash
flow. You’re not sure though, so you’ll want to read a little more here to know how to run the numbers and be
certain that it is going to work. Reading the previous section on month-to-month cash flow is a huge start, as you
should come away knowing whether or not the numbers make it possible. One thing that would come from it for
sure is an experience you’ll need later as a landlord and rental investor.

Get All of the Training and Mentoring You Can

Confidence comes from knowledge and experience. You can’t get the experience yet, so the logical first step is
education. There isn’t a college degree in real estate investing, and even if there were, it would probably be really
expensive and leave you with student debt. So, what education is available to you, affordable, and most importantly, right for your goals?
As your goals include possible investment in all of the active real estate niches, here are the subject matter topics
for which you want to search out education opportunities. Some you’ll find is free and effective, while many will
carry a cost, but often have experienced investor instructors who can speed up your learning curve.

Basic Real Estate Valuation for the Investor
You’re not going to learn how to be a real estate appraiser, though some of the tools and processes they use are
of value to investors as well. Every one of the investment niches we’re going to discuss here all have one basic
common denominator; they all require knowing the ultimate value of a home. This means the value at the time of
the investment, as well as often the ARV, After Repair Value, of the home. That’s the value of the home in a fix & flip
investment after it is rehabilitated and ready for sale.
The other important thing to remember is that we’re talking about the market value, the price that a willing buyer
will pay a willing seller without undue pressure on any of the parties. It’s what the home should sell for in the open
market in the area where it’s located.
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The Real Estate CMA, Comparative Market Analysis
This is the process most real estate agents use with their listing sellers to determine the price to put on the property when it’s listed. Like any valuation process involving the many complex inputs in a home, from construction to
supply and demand, it’s a bit subjective, but it’s the best process they’ve found so far to get the job done.
The Comparables, Comps
The first thing the agent does is to carefully check out the subject property to be listed, noting all of the features,
size, bedrooms, baths, location, lot size, etc. This information is necessary to select comparable homes that sold
recently in the same area. We need this sold information for the CMA.
Select 3 to 5 properties as similar to the subject property as possible. They need to have sold in the very near past.
Too long in the past and the sold prices are no longer valid in the current market. It is also important to select
properties that are as close to the subject property in features and amenities as possible. Though you’ll learn how
to adjust for differences, every adjustment adds a small possibility of introducing error.
The last thing to consider when selecting comparables is the neighborhood. If there aren’t enough recently sold
comps in that neighborhood, then stick to areas as nearby and similar as possible. You’re trying to minimize any
differences that can introduce error.
The Subject Property
We need to set up our subject property’s characteristics to move forward. It is a home with:
••

3 bedrooms, 2 full baths

••

1900 square feet

••

Ranch construction

••

Sandler subdivision, a large subdivision with hundreds of homes

••

Two-car detached garage

Those are the major characteristics, so now it’s a matter of selecting comps as close to these as possible and
then adjust their sold prices to reflect the differences and bring those sold prices into line like the properties were
exactly alike.
The Adjustments
To go into this step, we need to have our selected comparable properties:
••

Property A
o

3 bedrooms 2 baths

o

Ranch construction

o

1825 sq ft

o

Same subdivision
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••

••

o

Single car detached garage

o

Sold price $219,000

Property B
o

4 bedrooms 3 baths

o

Ranch construction

o

2100 sq ft

o

Same subdivision

o

Two car attached garage

o

Sold price $264,000

Property C
o

3 bedrooms 1.5 baths

o

Ranch construction

o

1800 sq ft

o

Nearby but very similar subdivision and amenities

o

Two car attached garage

o

Sold price $229,000

Now that we have these comps selected, we can adjust their sold prices for the differences between each and the
subject property. We’re leaving square footage until the last step.
Property A: Everything is the same for this home except for the garage, single instead of double. To make the
sold price reflect a closer similarity to our subject home, we need to add the approximate value of a single garage
space to the sold price.
We don’t want to go to renovation sites for this, as it costs more to add something to an existing structure than it
would have cost during the original construction. If you must use renovation estimation sites, discount the estimates by around 25% or so to get a more realistic cost/value.
The better approach is to get these values from a friendly appraiser, as they do this as well in their appraisal
process. Let’s say that you do this for all of the adjustments here, and the appraiser uses a value of $6,000 for an
additional garage space, attached or detached.
$219,000 + $6,000 = $225,000 adjusted sold price
This is the adjusted sold priced for Property A because there are no other adjustments to make.
Property B: Everything is pretty much the same for this property, except it has an extra bedroom and bath and
sold for significantly more. We need to deduct the value of a bedroom and bath to adjust the sold price properly.
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Our appraiser friend gives us a value of $6,000 for the bedroom and $3,500 for the bath, so here are the adjustments, subtracting from the sold price:
$264,000 - $6,000 - $3,500 = $254,500 adjusted sold price
Property C: The only difference here is that this home has one half-bath less than the subject property. We’ll add
the value of a half-bath to the sold price.
$229,000 + $1,750 = $230,750 adjusted sold price
Now we take the last step. We take these adjusted sold prices and divide each by the square footage of the homes.
••

Property A: $225,000 / 1825 sq ft = $123.29/sq ft

••

Property B: $254,500 / 2100 sq ft = $121.19/sq ft

••

Property C: $230,750 / 1800 sq ft = $128.19/sq ft

••

The average price/sq ft of these homes is $124.22/sq ft

Now it’s a simple matter to take the average of the three and multiply it by the square footage of our subject property.
$124.22/sq ft X 1800 sq ft = $223,602
The real estate agent may advise their client to list it for sale at $224,900 to leave room for bargaining, but they can
hash that out. If it’s your calculation, you now know approximately what the home is worth in the current market.
This is critical information, as all of the short-term and long-term strategies we’ll go into next are dependent upon
this value.
Of course, the rental home investor needs to know this, so they don’t pay too much for the property. The wholesaler and the fix & flip investors need to know because usually, their buyer customer is a rental property investor. So,
everybody is working backward from this number when he or she calculates their deals and processes.
Of course, this little exercise is just one component of property evaluation for rental investment. You must also do
a market analysis to determine what a home should rent for in the current market. Knowing that number and the
approximate market value, the investor can calculate whether it would be a profitable investment with an acceptable ROI, Return on Investment.
Get all of the education you can in valuing properties and definitely learn as much as you can about your local
market, sold prices and rental rates.

Learn What Rental Investors Want
As mentioned, wholesaling and fix & flip investing usually end up selling to a rental property investor. You can bet
that this investor knows what homes are worth in their neighborhoods of preference, and what they can expect to
receive for rents. They sit there waiting for you to deliver them a property that meets these top-level criteria:
••

Can be purchased below current market value for instant equity.

••

Will rent out for enough over all costs to generate acceptable positive cash flow.
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••

Will appreciate in value over time.

Meet those criteria for your own rental investments, and you’ll be successful. Meet them for your wholesale and fix
& flip buyers, and you’ll turn properties quickly.

Learn the Wholesaler’s Process
This is just an overview, so take courses and get mentoring in how to do this well. It is the fastest property turn for
profit, but to do so requires sharp property location and negotiation skills to meet rental buyer requirements.
••

Build a strong and detailed buyer list.

••

Advertise for and locate properties with deal potential.

••

Negotiate and fund a purchase price that will allow for a profit for you when you meet your buyer’s
requirements.

Those are the top-level bullet points, and here are a few details to get you started.
		Build a Strong and Detailed Buyer List
Join real estate investment clubs, hand out business cards, run ads that you sell rental properties, go to events
where real estate investors gather or go to learn. Whatever you can do to meet real estate investors, do it. Once
you do meet them, build relationships and don’t just get their contact information.
You want each potential investor’s criteria for properties; neighborhoods of preference, cash flow requirements,
discount to value to buy, etc. The more you know, the more information you have to start your search for properties to deliver to them. You simply have no reason to start at the other end, as you will not do a quick wholesale
flip of a property unless you have ready buyers with funding first.
It is the logical way to attack the problem. Know your customer, then satisfy their requirements to build your business.
		Advertise for and Locate Properties with Deal Potential
This is the most challenging of the three stages. You have competitors out there doing the same things you’re
doing, and they’re seeking the same properties you are. Your success will depend on your skills at beating them to
properties that will yield profits.
Do some footwork, learn your market area, watch for vacant houses, but learn to use the Internet to get a jump on
locating properties. There is no magic bullet, but obviously, pre-foreclosure and auction properties are at the top
of the list. Sites like RealtyTrac.com are very popular, but at times you can grab a deal if you act fast.
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This screenshot from RealtyTrac shows the tabs to search a market area for pre-foreclosures, auctions, and bankowned properties.
		Other Government Sites for Foreclosures and Seized Properties
HUD.gov – The Department of Housing and Urban Development has a site at http://hudhomestore.com dedicated to selling mostly foreclosed and pre-foreclosure homes.
Fannie Mae – Fannie Mae is one of the top two guarantors of loans, so there are a large number of their foreclosures for sale at http://Homepath.com.
Freddie Mac – Freddie Mac is the other major home loan guarantor, and they sell homes across the country at
http://HomeSteps.com.
FDIC – At https://www.fdic.gov/buying/owned/ the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation sells homes in the
agency’s possession through foreclosure or seizure. There aren’t many, but one example in FL is a 4316 sq ft, 5 BR
4 BA home for sale for $199,900.
IRS.gov – At https://www.treasury.gov/auctions/irs/cat_Real7.htm, the IRS sells homes seized for failure to
pay taxes. There are generally no minimum bids on most of these government sites, though there will be starting
bids, and they can reject any bids they want.
USDA.gov – It is a well-kept secret that the USDA guarantees loans across the country, and not just in rural areas.
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At https://properties.sc.egov.usda.gov/resales/ they sell their foreclosures.
US Customs – This division of the Treasury Department sells seized properties at https://www.treasury.gov/
auctions/treasury/rp/.
US Marshals Service – Though most of the listings here are vehicles and airplanes, there are houses listed from
time to time at https://www.usmarshals.gov//assets/sales.htm#real_estate.
Watch these sites to get the jump on the competition for bargain real estate prices.
		Advertise for Motivated Sellers

This is a portion of the search results on Craigslist in Houston, TX for homes with the keywords “must sell.” Craigslist beats classified ads because it’s free and highly searchable, a benefit for you in advertising to others as well
as in locating properties. You’ll find disguised ads really placed by investors, but you’ll also find some legitimate
owner-placed ads. Notice that one of these says owner financing. It’s not that you want financing, but more that
this probably means the home is paid for or has a lot of equity. This makes it ripe for a low offer to turn at a profit.

These are investor ads trying to attract sellers. There will be a lot of them, so you’ll have to be creative to get a
click. Or, you could run one honestly pitching your services as a wholesaler to investors.
		Negotiate and Fund the Deal for Profit
You’ve found a home, know a buyer who will buy it, know what they’ll pay, so now you negotiate with the owner/seller
to get a price with adequate room for your profit in the middle. There are two possible ways to fund the purchase side:
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••

Assignment Contract: This is a really short description. Your contract to buy adds some words to the
block for the Buyer(s) name: Buyer(s): Your Name and/or assigns or assignees. This means that your intention is to assign the contract and all of your rights and responsibilities over to your buyer. You are now out
of the transaction, and the assignment contract with your buyer has the numbers, with you getting your
profit when the buyer closes.

••

Transaction Lender: These lenders specialize in these type of deals. The lender will fund your purchase if
you can’t use an assignment contract. That deal closes and soon after your buyer closes on the sale. The
transaction lender takes their fees (they’re not cheap), and you get your profit after that closing.

If you’re doing fix & flip, all of the above applies, but now you’re adding in the rehab project work and costs. You can
do quite well by getting not only the profits on the buy versus the sale but also in marking up the renovation work.
This whole section is just an overview of the type of education you should seek out and the various areas in which
you must work hard to become as expert as you can before you go out and get your experience.
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Q: How do I get involved, even though I’ve never made money in real

estate?

The first step is to re-read the previous question and answer. Learn and practice. Immerse yourself in real estate
investing by joining a local real estate investment club. There are online sites with listings of local real estate investment clubs around the country, two of the most popular are:
••

http://reiclub.com

••

http://creonline.com

Most of these local chapters will allow you to attend a meeting or two for free before requiring that you join.
They’re valuable in many ways.
••

Education: Many have libraries of books, CDs, and video training. They also invite speakers in investing-related business, such as lenders, appraisers, surveyors, etc.

••

Network to learn: Networking to learn is valuable at these meetings. You can talk to other investors with
varying levels of experience. They’ll not likely share secrets with you, but you can get some failure stories
that will benefit your investing education.

••

Network for business: You’ll meet lenders, title company people, contractors, home repair companies,
and others whom you may want to do business with later. More valuable, you just may meet investors
who can become your customers later if you’re into wholesaling or fix & flip.

Attend formal training with relationship resources.
At Response, we not only educate investors, but we also connect them. Meeting other investors is the first valuable
relationship resource. Meeting funding sources is extremely valuable. There are also partnering opportunities. One
lower-risk first step could be partnering with an experienced investor to get your feet wet.
Join a peer group, preferably a little above your current level of experience. You want to learn, and there is no
better way than to network with successful real estate investors regularly.
Two words are the key: take action. You’ll never get anywhere if you don’t take the first step.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
“Getting involved” has different meanings for different people. Some want to jump right in and start a real deal,
while others take their time, lots of study and research, and then some “paper deals.” They do training property
valuations and become thoroughly acquainted with their investing market area. There really is no right or wrong
answer to how to get involved, but for this section, we will talk about data capture, an information system, and a
buyer list for short-term investing.

Data Capture & Retrieval
This sounds like boring high-tech stuff, but it’s really important if you want to understand your market, home prices, rents, market areas and more. How can you locate the very best opportunities to buy properties at a discount
to market value if you do not have an information flow that brings them across your desk; or in most cases, across
your computer screen?
First, if you refuse to use a computer, tablet, or even a smartphone, then you can skip the rest of this section and
go buy a whole lot of index cards. For the rest of us, let’s look first at a couple of free online information gathering
tools that you can use to receive, file away, and retrieve information when you need it.
		Evernote.com

This online service has been around for almost a decade and has only gotten better over time. The free level
should work for your needs, though at $45/year, you may want to upgrade if you get into doing deals and you
want to work with more documents and have heavier data needs.
Evernote’s logo is the head of an elephant for a reason. It is set up to have a great and long memory. One of the
greatest values of this tool is the many ways in which you can get information into your account. You’re going to
see later in this section how this tool or Google’s Keep tool will be invaluable in receiving real estate sold reports
and home price data, keeping it organized, and locating it when you need it. Here are the top ways to get data into
your Evernote account:
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••

Drag & Drop: Whether it’s a file from a file list on your computer or a highlighted bit of text or an image,
you can drag and drop it onto your Evernote icon to have it filed away.

••

Save Emails to Evernote: You get a private email address with your Evernote account. When you get an email
that you want to file away for action or reference later, you simply forward it to that address, and it’s done.

••

Take a picture: This is a major value for real estate investors. You’re driving around and see a home for
sale sign, maybe a For Sale by Owner with a phone number. You take a photo of it in front of the home
with the camera in the Evernote app on your smartphone. That photo immediately gets filed away. If
you’re upgraded, Evernote will even scan the photos and extract any text. What does this do for you? If
you want to locate FSBO home photos later, you can do a search on For Sale by Owner, and Evernote will
pull them up. You can also use this feature at the courthouse. If you take a photo of a document, it will size
the page properly like a scan and index the text so you can find it in searches later.

••

The Web Clipper: This is another very useful way to file information. You’ll be doing a lot of online research looking for properties on foreclosure websites and others. When you find one of interest, you can
highlight a portion of the screen and clip it into Evernote. You can just save the information for homes of
interest, and Evernote keeps the URL for where it came from so it’s easy to go back to the original when
you want. And if you’re clipping pages from Amazon, LinkedIn, or YouTube, Web Clipper automatically
saves the good stuff and cuts any sidebars or irrelevant information.

••

Voice Notes: Using the Evernote app voice recorder, your note is saved into your account. You can attach
a voice note to that photo note as well. So, if you drive up to a FSBO home, you can take the photo and
attach a voice note with your impressions of the home.

••

Text Note: Of course, you can type text on computer or phone and save it as a text note. You can also
attach that text to a photo, so you can add the address to that house photo.

••

Capture Note and Audio Together: Imagine being in a meeting or lecture, and you want to focus on every
word the speaker says, but you still need to take notes. It’s not an impossible task. You can record audio in
Evernote and type your own notes alongside — either in real time or when you review the recording later.

••

Reminders & Checklists: You can set reminders for yourself or remind yourself of a note or image you sent
to Evernote. Checklists let you make a list of items and check them off as they’re completed.

When it’s fast and easy to capture information, you’ll gather more of it, and that helps later when you’re doing research. The search function in Evernote is very powerful. An example would always be appending text to note with
the neighborhood name. If you later want your notes about properties in a certain neighborhood, you just type
that in and all of them will pull up, newest first.
		Google Keep
Most of what Evernote does, Google Keep does as well. One thing Google Keep does free that you have to upgrade
to get from Evernote is OCR. From the site: Sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words. Using Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Keep can transcribe text from pictures for you, so you don’t have to worry about typing up
notes from a meeting or whiteboard session.
If you’re a big Google and Gmail user, you may find that Keep integrates better, though if you don’t use the Chrome
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browser, you may not be able to use some of the features of the tool. Also, a caution: Google is known to arbitrarily
and with short notice kill tools if they’re not used enough.
		Information is Money
The real saying is that “information is power,” but for real estate investor uses, information helps in getting profitable deals pulled together and to the closing table. Use one of these services to:
••

Capture property photos on a drive-by.

••

Capture home inspection detail photos.

••

Photo scan documents anywhere you find them, including property brochures.

••

Take voice notes anywhere you are for later.

••

Drag and drop whole online articles or portions/images in articles and retain the link to that article.

••

Save emails that can then be associated with a search with other items about a neighborhood, project, or
property.

••

Attach reminders or voice/text notes to photos.

••

Automatically file email reports of property information.

Let’s take a look at how that last item about auto-filing of email reports can be of immense value to you.
		

MLS Reports from a Real Estate Agent or Website Alerts

Some local real estate sites offer these online, but any agent can set them up for you if you ask. Today’s MLS, Multiple Listing Service, systems are computerized and sophisticated databases. Most allow the real estate agent to
create customized automated email alert reports for new listings, price reductions, and sold property prices. This
process also works for any sites that you sign up with for alerts about properties, foreclosures, or other information.
There are several reasons for keeping track of properties through these alerts:
1) You want to have comparable sold property information available to do CMAs, Comparative Market Analysis,
when you’re calculating the value of a home you’re considering for a deal. Getting sold reports immediately
when the sale is posted in the MLS is as up-to-date as you can get. While a few properties sell off-MLS, nationwide more than 80% of homes sell through an MLS. You’ll have the newest sales for your calculations.
2) You are a rental home investor, and you want to know about new listings in the MLS in neighborhoods you
like. You’ll get the new listings the day they’re listed. You’ll also get price reductions as they happen, so you
can watch a property of interest. You can also watch for expired listings. If a property of interest expires, you
can then approach the owner directly with an offer, saving them the commission and reducing the price they
can take.
3) When it comes to pre-foreclosures and auctions, RealtyTrac and other sites let you sign up for email alerts.
From the RealtyTrac.com website: RealtyTrac offers a range of emails designed to keep you informed of the
current real estate market. You can get alerts when new properties enter our site that match your saved searches
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as well as updates on any properties you’ve saved. We also email out member newsletters that include articles
covering the latest news and trends in the current real estate and foreclosure markets.
Other sites offering email alerts of properties you may want to check out include:
https://www.foreclosure.com/ This site says it sends email alerts, and it has more than 150,000 listings covering
pre-foreclosures, short sales, sheriff’s sales, bankruptcies, and more.
http://ushud.com/email-alerts On the site at this link you can sign up for instant email alerts to HUD foreclosures in your market area.
https://www.zillow.com/foreclosures/overview/how-to-find-foreclosures-on-zillow/ If you use Zillow, you
can target alerts to specific properties. From the site: Zillow offers a Property Alert email which will notify you when a
property’s status changes (i.e., goes into pre-foreclosure, is scheduled to go to foreclosure auction or is foreclosed). By
getting a Property Alert email about a home, you will know very early in the process about a home that you are interested in. To create a Property Alert, go to any home details page, click “More” and select “Get updates on this home.”
http://www.emailforeclosures.com/emailalerts.shtml This site lets you sign up for email alerts of new foreclosures and price changes to properties that match your search criteria.
https://www.foreclosuretogo.com/alert/index.html ForeclosuresToGo.com lets you sign up for email alerts
for pre-foreclosures, bankruptcies, short sales, and tax liens.
There are counties offering email services for filings, default notices, and pre-foreclosures. Check your county’s
website to see if they offer any alerts.
		

Using these Alerts with a Filing Tool

Using Evernote or Google Keep, you would scan these emails to decide which may be properties of interest. If
there is one, file it to your filing tool. There will be many keywords in these emails that will make it easy to do a
search in your filing tool to pull together alerts in a neighborhood. Or, you can just go back and pull up a property
by address or partial address for more research.
Pull comps for the property of interest from your real estate MLS sold property alerts to get a quick idea of how the
new listing, pre-foreclosure, or minimum auction bid compares to recently sold properties in the area. The importance of these tools is immense, as you can funnel huge amounts of data into them quickly with little effort, then
search and pull just what you want when you are doing research.
		Rental Research
Whether you’re doing wholesaling, fix & flip, or your own rental investing, you need to keep up with rents in the
area. You’ll be doing this periodically by checking classifieds, best for this you’ll do this on Craigslist. You’ll also be
able to check listings on sites like these and drag the listings into your filing tool for reference later:
https://www.rentals.com/ Rentals.com has homes for rent in your area.
https://www.realtor.com/rentals Some local MLS systems also list rentals. Realtor.com has these listings, and
you can pull rental info when you need it for neighborhoods.
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cords for every state. You can drill down to a specific property if you are doing comps or research of a neighborhood.
If you want to see what unlisted for rent by owner rents are in an area, there are a number of sites that attract
Homeowner-entered rental listings.
http://craigslist.org Of course, Craigslist tops the list, as it is huge and listings are free for the homeowner.

This partial screenshot of Houston TX Craigslist listings is limited to single-family homes, and you can see the type
of listings owners are putting on the site. Clicking on one gives you more detail and images.
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This screenshot is one of those listings. You get more images, details, and a map reference.
https://apartments.oodle.com/for-rent/ Oodle is a listing site much like Craigslist but does have a good representation of owner listed homes.

On sites like these, you can often search with a zip code to narrow results for doing rent research to value a home
for rental investing.
You’ll probably be doing rent research when you need it, as you don’t need to keep up with rents as closely as you
do home sales prices for valuation.
When you are evaluating a home for rental potential, you can go to these sites and grab nearby listings to see what
they’re renting for. When you see a list, you can go to details for the homes of similar size and with similar characteristics. Grab those into your filing tool, getting a number of them in there.
Then pull them back out with a search, or the newest ones will be on the top of your notes anyway. Now you have
the rental comparisons you need to determine the probable rent income you can expect from the subject home.
		Long-Term Storage Value
As you collect data into your filing tool, those sold property reports can be quite valuable later. Though the sold
price may not be usable in a CMA, Comparative Market Analysis, because the sale was a couple of years ago, there
is another value in keeping these listing alerts.
Most of them send along the entire listing as it appears in the MLS that date. Most MLS systems retire sold data after a specified time period to save server space. Even if the listing data is still there, some MLS systems remove the
extra images, leaving only the main image. By keeping these, you have the interior images and listing information
as long as you want it. Who knows, as one of these may come up for sale again and you can see how it looked in
the past or see photos that aren’t in the new listing. All you have to do is put in part of the address to have any old
notes you may have pop up.
		

Tagging for Neighborhood Data
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One valuable tool in Evernote is the ability to quickly tag any note
with a keyword or phrase. A tag search on that word will grab and
display everything filed away going backward in time. The best use
of this is neighborhood tagging. Set up your most popular subdivisions or neighborhoods as tags.
Every note you save from any source, grab the appropriate neighborhood tag if it’s about a home in that area. You’re accumulating a
lot of very valuable property information, and you’ll often be seeking
homes in specific neighborhoods for your investor buyers or for your
own rental investing.
Doing a tag search on that neighborhood puts everything you have
in front of you in an easy format to find items of interest, as in the
image on the left. This is the way the notes show up on the left of the
display, with the full text/images of the selected note on the right.
If it seems like a lot of time is being spent on this information filing
and retrieval topic, put it into the context of your future investing
profitability. You are seeking information on homes, their features,
locations, what they sell for, what they rent for, county filings, and
other data that you need to make buy and sell decisions.

How can you determine if a home is a good rental candidate if you can’t see other rentals in the same neighborhood currently, as well as a bit of historical data for the trends? You will definitely need sold property prices to do
your valuation calculations, and those can be accumulated through automated email alerts over time. Saving the
info is easy, taking just seconds to forward the email alerts. You can even build rules in your email system to do it
automatically for you.
Information is money, so capture it easily, and retrieve it to get deals done.

Getting Involved Through Networking
There is no better way to get involved than to network with other investors, vendors who work with investors,
lenders, contractors, and others. The best way to find them all in one place is to check out a local real estate investment club. You can find one near you on one of two main sites for clubs:
https://www.reiclub.com/real-estate-clubs.php REIClub.com has listings in every state and contact information.
https://www.creonline.com/Real-Estate-Investment-Clubs/index.html is a very similar site, with many of the
same club listings, but could have some others.
Most of the clubs will allow you to attend one or two meetings before joining. You’ll meet other investors, mortgage brokers, contractors, title company people, attorneys, surveyors, appraisers, repair services, and others who
work with real estate and investors.
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Many of the local clubs also have libraries with CD, Video and book courses that members can access for education. They also sponsor events with speakers in the real estate industry, as well as investment advisors and others.
An example is one club in Austin, TX advertising their next event: How to Buy Rental Properties Without a Bank Loan:

How to identify properties with high appreciation potentials versus ‘duds’
• Different entities to use to own properties to minimize legal & financial liabilities
• Tax strategy options (which ones will best fit your needs?)
• Top Landlording Mistakes to Avoid

Use what you have learned in this question topic to get started in your new real estate investing venture. Move as
quickly or as slowly as you want, but you now will be learning and capturing information every step of the way.
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Q: What attracts accomplished individuals to this event?
To answer this question, let’s define what we mean by an “accomplished individual.” It doesn’t necessarily mean
someone who has become rich, or ever was rich, though some are. It means someone who has been successful in
some endeavor, not even necessarily their job or career.
A great many entrepreneurial people attend these events. These are people who have a desire to succeed in some
business or endeavor where they aren’t working for someone else. Once someone has accomplished a lot in one
area of endeavor, they may want to do something else.
Accomplishment is an education unto itself. They know what made them successful in one or more other areas,
and they know they need to replicate the behaviors that created success. The need to know a lot about their next
endeavor is strong. They attend these events to gain that knowledge.
A successful brick and mortar business owner may want to transition to retirement, and they know they’ll need
to increase their assets to make that happen. Successful professionals and freelancers want the same, a path to
wealth for a comfortable retirement; and the sooner, the better.
Because success also breeds caution and demands due diligence, they check out everything they can find in print
and online about real estate investing. They scour the sites for information and descriptions and costs of available
education.
In their research, they come across our materials, check out our team members, their performance, and their
success records. Once they’ve learned enough to know that there is value here, they want to take action quickly.
Accomplished people know that just thinking about and wanting to do something isn’t going to get it done.
After extensive research and vetting our record, reviews, and team member experience, they know that the next
logical step to move forward is to attend an event and get to the specifics. They are always moving forward because that’s the only way to reach their destination.
This event is where they determine their next step and the fastest path to the knowledge necessary for success.
They recognize potential, and they know that the fastest way to capitalize on it is to learn as much as possible and
network with recognized experts.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
The question is about what attracts accomplished and successful people to these events, so the best way to answer it is to give you an overview of the things they’ve seen and read that they found interesting and valuable for a
new and profitable venture.

Real Estate versus Other Investment Asset Classes

By definition, if they’re accomplished or successful, then they may have significant assets or be on their way to
setting up their retirement. Even if their assets are nominal, they have a plan with goals to grow their wealth for
retirement. They’re searching for different ways to do that than just letting their stocks and bonds sit in retirement
accounts earning meager returns with significant market and economic risk.
There is risk in any investment, and usually the better the return, the higher the risk. Let’s look at the primary risk
factors and influences on the return for stocks and bonds versus real estate (primarily rental real estate):
		Economic and Market Risk
Stocks: Stocks in corporations are subject to global influences, catastrophic events, as well as individual company performance and issues. A poor earnings report can reduce your stock’s value a lot. Bad news about one of the
company’s products can do the same. Some products are impacted by nature and weather, such as food products. Sure, usually these company stocks rebound over time, but during that time you’re not gaining ground.
Bonds: Bonds are normally a choice when a safer return is desired, and the trade-off of a lower return for the
reduced risk is acceptable. They really have little or no market risk unless they are bonds sold by a company that is
having financial troubles. When General Motors went bankrupt, bondholders also lost a lot of money.
Real Estate: Sure, a tornado taking out your rental home is a risk, but unlike other assets, you have it insured. The
level at which you’re compensated is dependent upon your coverage and premium, but you are covered. Also, you
still own the land and can sell or rebuild. As far as market risk, real estate, particularly rental homes, is relatively
immune. You have a tenant, they’re paying rent, and life goes on.
		Interest Rate Risk
Stocks: Interest rate fluctuations, of course, have an effect on financial stocks because they deal in money. However, other corporate types can also be at risk when rates increase. If a corporation relies on debt to do business,
then their costs to do business rise with higher interest rates. Higher costs, especially if they can’t be recouped
with higher prices due to competition, put downward pressure on earnings and stock prices.
Bonds: As bonds are sold with a fixed coupon (interest) rate over the life of the bond, interest rate fluctuations do
not hurt the investor in that respect. However, when interest rates rise, if a bondholder must sell before the bond
matures, they can be damaged heavily. Let’s say that you hold a bond paying 3.5% and it has another two years
to maturity. You have an emergency that requires selling the bond, but interest rates have risen such that similar
bonds now pay 5%. The buyer of your bond will discount its value to compensate, so you’ll get a lot less than you
originally invested.
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Real Estate: If you’re trying to buy a rental property, yes it changes things. You’ll have to work harder to put
together a deal that will cash flow well. However, if you already own rental properties, interest and mortgage rate
increases do not bother you with your fixed interest mortgage. In fact, they can help you. If rates rise, some buyers
are locked out of the market, so they turn to renting. Higher rental demand brings higher rents and cash flow.
		Inflation Risk
Stocks & Bonds: Inflation takes the same toll across the board when it comes to dividend-paying stocks and
bonds with fixed interest rate returns. Inflation eats away at your dividends, and it can be devastating if you’re
getting a 4% return with a 2% inflation rate. This is why younger investors tend to get into more aggressive stocks,
leaving dividends and bonds until later after they’ve grown their portfolio.
Real Estate: The rental property investor is relatively unbothered by inflation, except for any increased costs in repairs or other services. The house is already purchased, and the payment stays the same with the fixed mortgage.
The rental home investor can even benefit from inflation. When the cost of goods and services increase, the cost of
building a home go up, as it is material and labor intensive. When home prices rise, rents often rise with them.
Risk is inherent in every investment, but risk profiles are different for different asset classes, as we’ve shown here.
By diversifying their investing, these accomplished individuals see some risk avoidance, but they also see the
potential for higher investment returns.
This is one factor in their decision to at least look at real estate for investment. Next, we’ll look at the returns for
a rental property over time, as this is a major consideration when they are seeking better investments and ways
to learn more about them. Attending this event is often their first step just as it is yours. They may have a slightly
different perspective or be coming into the event with more assets to invest, but they have the same need for
information that you do.

A Rental Property Example
These accomplished people see an opportunity in rental real estate, and they’re at the event to explore that opportunity. They may have done a lot of research before opting to attend, and they probably have seen articles and
books about the potential for rental investing returns in the double-digits. In this section, we will look at a hypothetical situation using actual properties on Zillow.com in the same Denver, CO neighborhood.
We’re going to go to Zillow.com to find two properties, one for sale and one for rent. They need to be in the same
nearby area, and they need to be comparable in size and features. This way we can use real-world examples for
our rental property ROI.
All assumptions will be conservative, no hype. In fact, the returns in this example should be better, but we’ll assume you’ve just started and your first deal didn’t get the benefit of a lot of experience and negotiating skills you’ll
learn over time.
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A Property for Sale

This home is up for auction, and here are more details.
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The second screenshot shows that it is a 3-bedroom, 2-bath home with 1164 square feet. The site estimates the
auction price will be $220,309, so we’ll work with that.
		The Rental Potential
To get this, we’ll go into the same area and look for a comparable rental.

Notice that this home is in the same area, very close to the purchase example.
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We can see that the Zestimate for rents is $1,850, but this one is being advertised at $1,520. We would use that to
be conservative but notice that this home only has one bath and is smaller. It seems fair to up our rent number to
a conservative $1,600/month.
Taking that purchase price of $220,309 and assuming an 80% mortgage, you would be financing $176,247.

The payment should be $893 before escrow for insurance and property taxes. Adding $250/month for $3,000 for
those, our payment is now $1,143/month.
		The Rental Cash Flow
Allowing a generous $100/month for repairs, we’re still looking at a positive cash flow of $1,600 - $1,243 = $357/
month. All of our assumptions so far have been conservative. A lower purchase price, lower mortgage rate, or a
higher rent would increase this cash flow and your ROI, Return on Investment.
Just what is that cash flow return on the cash you have invested, as you are leveraged with a mortgage and a
down payment with closing costs of around $45,000.
$357/month X 12 months = $4,284 annual rental positive cash flow
$4,284 / $45,000 = .0952, or 9.52%
How many investments do you have or do our accomplished attendees have that are paying 9.52%/year on an
insured investment resistant to interest rate, inflation, and other risks?
It gets better though. With tax advantages unique to real estate, you’re actually doing better with this rental property in your investment portfolio.
		Tax Advantages
Successful people struggle with the IRS regularly. One funny quote from a TV show has the father asking his daughter what book she must live by everything it says on every page. She answers, “the bible.” He tells her, “No, it’s the
IRS Code.” Taxes are a necessary thing, but there are some benefits afforded real estate investors that are unique
and make real estate investment even more attractive.
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Deductions from Rental Income:
Most of the expenses involved in the closing costs, management, and operation of rental properties are deductible. Large improvements or major equipment replacement must be depreciated, but the rest are deductible in
the year paid:
••

Mortgage interest

••

Property taxes

••

Repair expenses

••

Utility expenses

••

Management expenses

••

Legal, accounting, and professional expenses

••

Property and liability insurance

All of that is deductible before you pay taxes on your profits, and most if not all of those are in our estimate and
previous calculation of rental cash flow. So, you expect to pay income taxes on that $4,284/year; NO, you do not.
Depreciation:
A rental property can be depreciated over a period of 27.5 years in most cases. That’s the value of the structure
only, as land doesn’t depreciate. Now let’s take a look at our tax liability for that $4,284 annual cash flow income.
Assume lot in our example home is worth $28,000, leaving $192,309 of our purchase price as structure value/cost.
$192,309 / 27.5 = $6,993 in annual depreciation
So, now you’ll pay income taxes on your paper profit of… wait a minute; it’s not a profit, it’s a loss! You didn’t actually spend any money on depreciation, but you get to deduct that from income, so you’re actually showing a loss:
$4,284 - $6,993 = ($2,709) for a loss
Check with your accountant, but in many cases, you can deduct this from other investment income profit, such
as the sale of stocks. So, really, you’ve increased your annual cash flow from the cash you’re not going to pay the
IRS for taxes on other investments. This is the kind of thing accomplished people notice and follow. If you sell the
property at a profit before fully depreciated, you’ll have to pay the IRS a partial penalty, but most people find that
not to be a deterrent to the annual savings advantage. Also, you’re about to learn how you can not only avoid that
recapture but also all capital gains over the long run on your rental holdings.
		The 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange
Successful people like to pass along their success to their heirs with as little taxation as possible. Even better, if
they can sell rental properties at a profit and not pay capital gains on the sale, that’s even better. This is possible
through the use of the 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange.
Over time, as you build a rental portfolio and cash flow income, you may want to sell a property. Perhaps the
neighborhood isn’t generating the rents it used to, or maybe you want to take your profits and roll them into more
properties. Let’s use our Denver rental home for this example.
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You’ve held the home for 10 years, and you want to take advantage of the equity in it to get another property. You
could just borrow against that equity, and that may be the right thing to do if you’re still happy with the property
and cash flow. If not, you can sell it to free up your equity. Selling stocks results in capital gains taxes for the year
the profit is realized. Selling a rental property can get around them.
The rules are complicated, with time schedules and other requirements (it is the IRS after all), but in general here is
how it would work.

From an online calculator and using a conservative estimate of 3% appreciation each year, after 10 years we are
sitting on around $75,000 in profit with some costs removed. However, you’re an investor, and when you bought
this property at auction, you bought it below the real market value of $245,000 at the time.
It appreciates from that value, not what you paid for it.

This is really what we can sell it for and invest in other rental homes. Let’s take out some closing costs and say that
we’re going to be able to put $82,000 into two homes instead of one.
The 1031 Exchange requires that all of your profits be reinvested anyway. If you take any out, you’re going to pay
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er homes. However, let’s look at what happens with this tax deferral over time and how we can make it a big win
for our heirs.
You keep doing these sales and rolling into more homes or more expensive ones. Every time you defer the capital
gains. If you’re holding all of these properties at death, and it’s not something you can avoid, what happens when
your children or heirs take possession?
Current law says that they take possession at the “stepped-up” value of the property. This means that they inherit
it at the current market value. All of those capital gains taxes never happen. In a way, you can take it with you.
		The Sense It and Come to Learn More
As to the original question about why accomplished people attend these events, you’ve just gone through the
primary reasons. In their research into bettering their lives, they come across examples and articles about the
potential of real estate investment.
The come to these events to see how they can take the most direct route to using it to improve their financial futures.

Q: Is there money to do deals, regardless of credit score or cash on hand?
One of the greatest advantages of choosing real estate for investing is that there are a number of different ways in
which you can invest. The logical end game is holding rental properties for retirement cash flow, but buying them
requires at least the down payments.
The good news is that there are ways to generate that down payment cash quickly through other strategies, such
as wholesaling (contract flipping) or fix & flip investing. Which you choose is up to you, and some people do both.
The question is, if you have to start with the purchase of a home before you can flip it, where do you get that money, especially if you’re credit-challenged?

The Assignment Contract Flip
For the wholesaler, in most states, the assignment contract is a legal way to fund a deal with only a small amount
of earnest money. The contract is written with the investor “and/or assigns” as the buyer. This means that the investor can then make an assignment contract with their buyer who takes over the contract, all rights, and responsibilities. The wholesaler is out of the deal, simply collecting their profit when the buyer closes on the deal, and
they only invested that earnest money.

Transaction Lending
Our education and many team members have cultivated relationships and partnerships with lenders who specialize in funding short-term real estate deals for contract flips or fix & flip projects.
Credit rating isn’t normally a factor in making these loans. It’s the strength of the deal, the value of the property
as-is, and sometimes the after-repair value, ARV. These lenders look at the deal and lend based on their LTV, loan
to value, criteria. Once you build a relationship and track record, you can even get funding letters to seal up deals
by showing the seller you have the funding when you make the offer.
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Taking the first step is attending this event. You can see firsthand how the synergy of this huge group of investors
and investment trainers creates opportunities and the ways in which to fund them.

**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
This is an important question, and the short answer is a simple “YES.” Now that we’ve taken care of that, here are
the details that will allow you to prove this to yourself, and you can even begin to check out some of these resources and line up your funding for your future real estate investing.
The bulk of the financing discussed here is about short-term investing, such as wholesaling and fix & flip. However,
the first section is about financing a rental home for long-term income. Obviously, the primary source is a mortgage loan from a mortgage lender or bank. However, this question mentions “regardless of credit score or cash on
hand,” so we’ll get the long-term financing out of the way first.
		Rental Home Financing When You’re Cash-Short or Credit Challenged
If you have the ability to make the down payment and the credit to get a normal mortgage, this is the best approach, as you are the sole investor for cash flow and appreciation. However, if you need another resource for
cash or credit reasons, here are some innovative ways to get the money.
		Partnership
This is more common than you may think. If you’re going to get the knowledge through education and spend the
time and effort to become proficient at locating suitable rental properties and negotiating good deals, then you
can find a partner. These are investors who want to invest in real estate, but their tendency is to do it passively
through REITs because they don’t want to deal with the research, negotiations, and the management as a landlord.
You can meet these investors at local real estate investment club meetings, seminars for real estate investment,
and anywhere investors seek opportunities in real estate without the hassles. If you’re a good writer, you can even
create a free blog and run Craigslist ads to attract investors to read about how they can get better returns without
the hassles.
You’re going to partner with the person with the money, and they’re going to be partnering with you for your
expertise and ability to dig up properties that yield great cash flow and appreciation. They also want you to take
the management responsibility, something you would do for your own rentals anyway. Yes, you’re going to have to
split the return, but it can still work well for both of you.
The best application of this structure is if you have good credit, but you just don’t have the cash to buy homes.
Your investor partner has the cash for down payments, but you use that to get the mortgage in your name. They’re
not on the mortgage or deed, but your partnership legal documents cover their interests, so you’ll need an attorney to make everyone secure. Getting the mortgage and ownership in your name protects the investor from credit
hits in the future if something happens.
Your agreement specifies how the property’s income is to be split, with 50/50 being common. With ownership and
the loan in your name, the agreement should also include a secondary lien against the property in the event it
must be sold so that the money investor gets some or all of their investment out first. There is still a risk, as that
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first mortgage takes precedence, so the equity needs to be there to compensate the money partner.
This is all dependent upon your money investor’s faith in your abilities and past performance in locating great
properties and flipping them to rental investors. If you can show them repeated successes, they are more likely to
partner up. Buying below market value also helps, as it creates immediate equity, protecting the money investor’s
contribution better.
Why not just let them mortgage it and partner up? They’re going to quickly see that they’re better off by just hiring
management for around 10% of rents than they are giving you a larger percentage. The split can be other than
50/50, especially if you’re not established, or the money investor doesn’t know you very well. Often family or longterm friends are the best because they know you well. If not, you may have to take a lesser percentage on the first
few deals to prove your worth.
The money investor will be very happy if they can take in monthly cash flow that’s much better than their bonds
are yielding and have some protection through equity in the home. If rents begin to slide, the agreement can spell
out how a decision to sell is made, that the investor gets their money out first, then the profit if there is any is split.
		

The Better Approach for Many

If you can build up one or more strong partnerships with multiple property investors, the partnership approach
can work well. However, why not look at the short-term strategies that provide cash profits quickly so that you can
build up your own cash to get your own rental home mortgages.
If you’re credit score-challenged, you may not be able to get decent mortgage terms, so you need to work on credit repair while you build cash. As you perfect your wholesaling or fix & flip process, you may decide that it’s what
you prefer, so you’ll have plenty of time to repair credit and plenty of money when you’re ready to buy.
Let’s take a look at how you fund wholesaling and fix & flip investing, and you do not need good credit or a lot of cash.
		The Assignment Contract
The first and most important discussion item here is a simple instruction: CONSULT AN ATTORNEY in the state
where you want to wholesale. At this link, http://www.watsoninvested.com/wholesaling-real-estate/ is an article written by an Ohio attorney that makes it clear that in that state the simple assignment contract is not legal.
In states where it is not legal, it is because their laws state that the person signing a purchase contract as the buyer
must have the clear intent to purchase the property, not entering the contract with the intent to assign it to someone else. So, before you check out using assignment contracts further, consult a real estate attorney in your state.
That said, there is one more wrinkle.
Moving forward, we’ll assume that you can do an assignment contract legally with the intent to assign the rights
and obligations to another buyer. There may be specific legal verbiage you’ll need in the contract that makes sure
the homeowner understands your intent and agrees to it. OK, legalese out of the way, here’s how it works.
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This is a portion of a simple assignment purchase agreement, and the major difference is in the box. Basically,
and simply, you’re telling the seller that you MAY assign your rights and obligations to another person or business.
They take over your rights and your obligations under the contract, basically removing you from the process. If you
need verbiage explaining that and getting explicit seller approval, your attorney can craft it for future use.
There is another contract that you execute with your buyer to make this happen, the Assignment Contract. This
contract provides for your payment/profit at closing so that to this point, your only investment is earnest money to
the seller. You negotiate that to be as low as possible to lower your risk, as you’ll forfeit it if the deal fails to close.
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This is a portion of the most important part of the assignment contract with your buyer that states you have the
right to assign in a contract with the seller. It spells out your fee/profit and that it is paid at the closing when your
buyer completes and funds the purchase.
To put this in simplified process steps:
1) You locate a suitable property and negotiate a purchase price with the seller.
2) The purchase agreement specifies that it will be assigned.
3) You take the deal to your buyer and execute the assignment contract.
4) You get paid at closing.
If you are cash-challenged, this is the answer for wholesaling if it is legal. The earnest money deposit is cash you
put up, but it is negotiated. A motivated seller often will settle for a few hundred dollars.
Don’t worry, as if it isn’t legal where you are, there is another resource.
		

The Sandwich Lease Rental Investment

Rental home investors who are cash and/or credit challenged have another option. It may not work in every market
or all of the time, as it depends on motivated sellers and challenged buyers. However, the sandwich lease has been
used to invest in rental homes with little or no cash and very little risk. There are three stakeholders in this strategy:
←----- Motivated Seller ------- Investor -------Tenant Buyer -----→
This is a win-win-win situation for everyone involved as you’ll see.
Step 1: A lease-purchase/rent-to-own contract with the seller.
You market and network to get in front of motivated sellers who need to sell their homes, and usually, they need to
do it quickly. They have been unable to sell, perhaps because they don’t have enough equity to pay commission
and closing costs, or they do not have time and must move for employment or other reasons. The primary motivator isn’t getting cash out of the home; it is getting out of the payments to move on with their lives.
The numbers have to work for your purposes. You do your due diligence to determine if the property will make
a good rental and that the rent you can charge is significantly higher than the current mortgage payment. If the
numbers work for nice cash flow, you try to do a lease-purchase (rent-to-buy) contract with the seller. You are going to lease the property for the amount of their payments, and a good period for this lease is three to five years.
You’re leasing with the option to buy on or before the end of the lease for a pre-negotiated price. You can make
this a variable number based on an independent appraisal. However, if they want out of the home, you can often
make the purchase price equal to or a little more than what they owe on it now. Let’s use the example of a home
that has a mortgage balance of $185,000 and a current value of $190,000. The monthly mortgage payment, including escrow for insurance and taxes, is $825.
You lease the property for that monthly payment amount for three years with the option to buy for the mortgage
balance at or before the end of the lease. The mortgage will continue to be paid down, plus there should be some
appreciation, so it’s going to be worth more than you’ve negotiated to pay. You may have to offer a little more, but
not much.
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There is one more piece that helps you to get the seller to commit. You offer them a non-refundable option premium, perhaps $2,000, in this case, to sign the deal, and they keep that money. This gives them some help in moving
expenses.
The seller wins by getting out from under their payment with some cash.
Step 2: You do a lease-purchase agreement with a tenant-buyer.
Assuming you went into this business with a plan, you have been advertising on Craigslist and Facebook that you
have rent-to-own homes in many areas. The prospect for your home is a renter who wants to buy a home, but they
need time to save for a down payment and/or they have credit issues they need to resolve before buying.
When you get hits on your advertising, you may not have a home ready, in fact, you probably will not. You tell the
prospect that you’ll go out and find them one and ask for their basic requirements for location and home characteristics. Keeping these tenant-buyers in your database, you have ready buyers, and we’ll assume that one of them
wants a home like the one you’ve just locked up in the lease-purchase.
You offer this tenant-buyer a lease-purchase agreement for 3 years (same period as your lease) with an option to
buy the home at or before he lease expiration. The selling price can be set at $210,000 for our example, so you’ll
lock in a profit on the other end if they exercise their option, as you’ll immediately exercise yours as well.
They agree to a monthly rent of $1,195/month, so your monthly positive cash flow before any repair expenses is
$1,195 - $825 = $370. You also charge them an option premium of, you guessed it, $2,000. This is a whole lot less
than a down payment, so they’ll go for it in most cases. You now have your initial cash investment back.
The tenant-buyer wins because they get their home and time to buy it.
Your Benefits
You get a nice monthly cash flow income with no cash invested, a major win. You also get a tenant who intends to
own the home, so they’ll take better care of it than a normal tenant. You may even negotiate for them to make minor repairs as a part of the lease. If they exercise their option to buy, you do the same, and you make a nice profit
on the sale, as they have been paying down the mortgage for you.
Should they decide to move and not exercise, depending on when you simply find another tenant-buyer or a regular tenant to keep your cash flow coming. If you can’t get a commitment to buy by the end of your lease, you can
simply walk away.
This real estate investment strategy has been proven successful, but it is market-dependent. You’ll also want an
attorney to bless your lease purchase agreements to cover your interests and risk.
Your first step should be free ads on Craigslist to start building a tenant-buyer database. Start marketing for motivated sellers in as many ways as you can, from those small bandit signs at street corners to “Avoid foreclosure and
move soon” ads on Craigslist.
		Transaction Funding
There are lenders who specialize in short-term lending to real estate investors for wholesaling and fix & flip investing. You’ll find these lenders referred to as Hard Money or Private Money lenders as well. First, we’ll look at the
businesses formed for this purpose, then move to more private sources.
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This is not a recommendation, but this site http://www.dhlc.com/hardmoneyloanrates/ is where this example
screenshot came from. It gives us a good look at how a typical transaction lender charges for their short-term loan
services.
You could be using this for wholesaling if you can’t do an assignment contract, but as you’ll see, it’s an expensive
loan. These are better suited to fix & flip, as you have more profit potential to absorb the fees. Notice the LTARV:
that’s the amount they’ll loan, and it’s the percentage of the ARV, After Repair Value. So, the fix & flip investor can
pull all of their numbers together, and if they can buy the home and fund the rehab for 70% of the value after the
rehab, they have a possible deal.
The higher interest rate and fees for option 2 are due to the elimination of the minimum credit score requirement,
as they have more perceived risk. All of this is negotiable. If you develop a good track record with a lender, they
can work with you.
Example Fees:
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If you find a home you can fix & flip that will have a value of $250,000 after your repairs, let’s take a look at what it
will cost you if you can buy it for $175,000 and your repairs will cost you $38,000. Immediately you see that you’ll
need some other money because the 70% LTARV limit will only yield 70% of $250,000, or $175,000. You’d have to
fund all of your rehab work.
You would need to get the price of the home down to $137,000 to fund the whole process before fees. You pay
$137,000 for the home and $38,000 for rehab, so you hit that 70% limit amount for borrowing. So, what are the
fees if you’ll need to use the money for 4 months from purchase to anticipated sale?
Borrowing $175,000
$175,000 X 3% origination fee = $5,250
11% interest = $1,604/month
$1,604 X 4 = $6,416
$5,250 + $6,416 = $11,666
If all goes according to plan, it’s going to cost you $11,666 in fees to fully fund your purchase and rehab of this
home. It could be worth it to you, as here’s how the profit breaks out:
$250,000 sale price - $175,000 - $11,666 = $63,334
This is a pretty good return on zero cash invested over 4 months, and why fix & flip is a popular real estate investing niche. Even taking it to option 2 because of the credit score, here’s how it shakes out:
Borrowing $175,000
$175,000 X 4% origination fee = $7,000
13% interest = $1,896/month
$1,896 X 4 = $7,584
$7,000 + $7,584 = $14,584 funding cost
$250,000 - $175,000 - $14,584 = $60,416
Again, that’s a pretty good return on zero invested. If you have some money to fund repairs, or you take in a contractor as a profit sharing partner, you could increase your purchase price if necessary. The point is that fix & flip
can be highly profitable, even if you have no money and need to pay high fees to borrow it.
A simple Google search on transactional lenders yields many you can research:
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Private Hard Money Lenders

As you meet real estate investors at local real estate investment clubs or in the course of your business, always
be looking for private investors seeking higher returns for relatively low-risk investments over the short term. The
lender takes out a lien on the home, so their investment is reasonably secure, as they can foreclose and sell it.
There will be private investors who have lots of money in low yielding investment accounts who would be thrilled
to fund your deals for even lower fees than these. Some may partner up for a percentage of the profit rather than
complicated fees or interest charges.
The point is that there is plenty of money out there for new investors without previous experience.
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Q: How do I locate pre-market and tax deed auction properties to flip

for cash or hold for long-term monthly income?

Let’s separate these two opportunity types, as the opportunities are found in different places and ways.

Pre-foreclosure or Pre-market Properties
There is a service that real estate brokers provide to lenders that could help you immensely in finding properties
before anybody knows about them. The service is the BPO, or Broker Price Opinion. It’s the earliest alert to a possible distressed situation or foreclosure in the future. It even comes before a Notice of Default.
Lenders who have homeowners starting to fall behind on their mortgage payments will hire a real estate agent for
a BPO. There are two types, a drive-by or an in-house, depending on whether the home is occupied. The lender
doesn’t want to pay hundreds of dollars for an appraisal when they can usually pay under $100 for a BPO valuation.
Get to know some real estate agents who do these, as usually there are only a few in the area who specialize in
this niche and they do many of them. Get them to let you know about them this early in the process so you can do
your research and buy them at the earliest opportunity. Also, use sites like http://RealtyTrac.com to search out
pre-foreclosures.

Tax Deeds
When homeowners fall far enough behind in paying their property taxes, the taxing authority, normally the county
assessor, will put a lien on the property and offer this lien to investors as a tax lien certificate, on which they bid.
Some taxing jurisdictions do it differently. Instead of auctioning off the lien, they actually auction off the deed. In
the details section below we’ll dig into this, as many investors prefer the tax deed to the lien certificate.

**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
		

The Pre-Market Research Bargain

One way most investors overlook or consider too much work to locate bargain properties before they go to market
is through probate records. When real estate is involved in an estate, depending on the state and procedures,
there will be someone, not necessarily an attorney, who is tasked with the disposal of the estate assets and division of any money left to heirs after bills are paid.
Most counties have moved to online records that can be searched by the public. Every county is different, but for
our example, this is the process you can use online to locate real estate in probate in Galveston County, TX.
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The website has a search page, and you can see that you don’t need to know anything about people or properties.
Simply entering a date range, preferably recent, you can get all of the probate filings for that date range.

The results display as a list with limited information, including the PR-Record Number and the status, as well as
the name of the deceased. You have no way to know which of these involve real estate, so there is one more step
you’ll have to take with each, but it doesn’t take that long.
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Another area of the county website allows you to search real property records. Here we take the name from the
probate listing and enter DEED as the document type. We want to see if there is real estate involved in the estate.
If there is another deed where this individual sold the property, it will be there as well, and you can move on to
another record. If not, you can view the actual deed:
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Some of these scans are tough to read, but you can blow them up and usually get the property legal description
and often the address. In this deed, we find the address is 221 Silverbrook Lane in League City, TX.
Going to Google maps, we can search for the listing and view it in Satellite view to at least get a look at the neighborhood and the placement of the home in that area. We’re just doing some quick research to see if this home
may be right for one of our investor buyers or for a rental home for our own investment.
Just to see if there is some potential, we’ll dig a little deeper in mapping and on Zillow.com to see the homes
around it.

These shots are from Google Maps. Now we’ll move over to Zillow.com to see if there are any recently sold properties nearby to see values.
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The yellow dots are recently sold, and they’re not right in the same small subdivision, but fairly close. The arrow
points to the location of the house we’re checking out. The red dot just above it is a nearby home for sale.

It will take some more research to see how comparable this one is to our subject property in probate, but you’re
getting the idea, and it isn’t hard to do using online resources. The focus to this point is on whether we think this
will make a good rental home and if the rents there are going to support it.
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Changing our Zillow search to For Rent homes, we see two almost in the same neighborhood, and they are renting
for around $1,700/month. Now it’s easy to run the numbers back for whatever price you think you can pay for the
home to see if the rent numbers work.
Of course, there is a lot more research to do if you see it as a potential good rental, not the least of which is going
to the county records to see whom to contact as the Estate Administrator to see if the home will be sold and when
and if you can make an offer.
You now have the steps to find properties your competing investors don’t have a clue about, and often you can
make an offer on a property with equity at a bargain, as the heirs don’t want the home, just the cash.
		

Tax Deed Auctions

In some states, instead of selling a tax lien certificate, the municipality will sell a property’s title or deed to redeem
taxes. This means you will buy the actual property when you win a bid at an auction. Most states will give you immediate ownership of the property when you settle the tax debt, but some will give the original owner a short time
period to redeem the property.
If the original owner chooses to reclaim the deed within the given redemption period, they have to pay you the
amount you have bid at the auction plus interest. The interest can be pretty high also, ranging between 10-25%,
depending on the state.
However, unlike a tax lien certificate, you don’t need to be in any hurry to foreclose if the original owner does not
reclaim the property during the redemption period. When the redemption period expires the property just becomes yours to do with as you please. You could sell it to property investors at a profit, use it for rental and gain
steady income, or hold on to it a little longer and sell when market prices hike.
We’ll use Broward County, FL for our example.
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On the site, you can view upcoming auctions and move from there to the properties for more details.

These two properties show the ranges of prices you may encounter. If you’re looking for a lower end rental property, perhaps the bottom one, a condominium is worth a look. Keep in mind that the Assessed Value is not the
market value, usually considerably more. Clicking that bottom GIS Parcel Map link:
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We see that the property is outlined in red and that
the assessed value is capped, with the total value of
the property estimated at $74,030.
Of course, you’ll want to view the property, neighborhood, condition of the condo project, and do
more research, such as the condo association rules
for renting out units.
They’re normally pretty liberal in Florida, but they
can be very restrictive in other areas.
With an opening bid of just over $12,000, there
could be an opportunity to pick off a property at
half or less of its current value. If so, and if you didn’t
have to spend too much to put it in good shape for
rental, you could see some amazing cash flow.
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This is another example. With a starting bid of around $13,000 and a total value of more than $100,000, this could
be your next rental condo.
Again, you’ll have to check the Condo Association rules for renting it out. In this case, you may want to check to
see if you can do short-term rentals on Airbnb or a similar site. The returns can be even greater, but it’s a different
way of thinking about rental income.
Why this one for short-term? It’s a waterfront condo project:

These are just examples, and there was no research done about rentability. The goal is to show you how buying
tax deeds can be a good way to get your hands on income properties.
There is a redemption period in which the owner and tax debtor can redeem the property if they pay all back taxes,
penalties and a hefty (often 10% to 25%) to the investor. Many do redeem them rather than lose the property. These
periods are usually short, 90 days or shorter, some expire very soon after the auction. Is that a problem for you?
Look at it this way. If you bought the tax deed on this waterfront condo unit for say $15,000, and the owner redeems it and must pay you all of what you paid, plus penalties and maybe 20% interest. If this happens in 30 days
from the auction, those penalties and interest can amount to a very nice ROI on the short time you were invested.
Tax deed and tax lien investing require a great deal of education, research into your taxing jurisdiction’s rules,
redemption period, bidding requirements, and more. However, it can be a great way to get started in real estate
investment to buy a rental property at a great discount to value.
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Q: Is it possible to avoid the roadblocks and risks that real estate in-

vestors eventually face?

We will not tell you that you’ll never have a problem investment or a fix & flip that goes over budget. We will say
though that you can cut your risks dramatically and avoid just about all of the roadblocks other investors experience in their businesses.

Get Educated
We can’t say this enough. Everything you learn about the business of real estate investing, valuation of properties,
repair costs, management expenses, property taxes, property insurance, mortgage rates, negotiating, and funding is
of great value. The breadth and depth of your education is the single greatest factor in avoiding roadblocks and risks.
Roadblocks generally are the inability to cultivate buyers, locate properties, or get funding. We have detailed instruction in all of these and other factors that contribute to a successful real estate investment deal. We work with
our students in successful strategies to create the right conditions on both ends of a deal, the buy, and the sale. If
it’s for rental property investing, buying with instant equity and assured cash flow are the goals and remove the risk.

Build the Right Relationships
Work with the very best in their areas of expertise. We have a team of experts, successful in their own businesses,
who help our students to learn what they need to know to skip the roadblocks and avoid unnecessary risk.
Be selective in working with team members and create partnerships that contribute to your success through winwin relationships. There is no substitute for networking with successful people who have a track record of profitable real estate investing.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
If you want to avoid crashing an airplane the first time you fly it, the only way to do that is to learn how to fly. You
don’t learn to fly just any airplane. Instead you learn how to fly the specific plane you’re about to pilot. Don’t jump
into a jet when you’ve only learned to fly a prop plane.
That may be a bit dramatic but ask an investor who has had one or more deals crash into money losses, and you’ll
hear that it’s dramatic as well. This isn’t saying that following what you learn here will guarantee 100% success.
The more you learn, the less likely you’ll fail, but now and then you may skirt the line between profit and loss.
Often this isn’t about what you do not know, but instead, it’s about letting speculation overrule investigation or
mentally inflating the expected outcome.
Don’t speculate – investigate. No matter how much you know about real estate and the various ways to make
money, each and every deal must be investigated, and all of the due diligence done, or you take on added risk.
This is most likely when deals are hard to find, properties tough to locate, or buyers are cutting back on their rental
property purchases. You cannot create a deal; you can only see one and facilitate it.
Keep a realistic outlook. This is a problem that can creep into deals in a number of places.
••

You can assume a higher rent than is realistic.

••

You may assume more buyer demand than exists.

••

Thinking you can pay a little more and make it up in rehab can be trouble.

••

Assuming you can talk a buyer up in price; sales pitches don’t work well.

••

As a landlord, underestimating your ownership costs.

There are many decisions along the way in a real estate investment and varying from the learned path, and your own
rules are often when trouble develops. You cannot force a deal, only recognize potential and work to maximize it.
All of that said, the more knowledge you can accumulate before you commit your time and money, the less likely
you are to fail. Accumulating that knowledge can take many forms and use very different processes and resources.
In this section, we’ll look at the many ways that you can learn more about real estate investing.
Response is a multi-faceted investment education resource, and a great deal of our instruction and mentoring is
focused on real estate, as there are so many different ways to make money in real estate.
The Internet has changed the world of learning through interactive training you can access in
the comfort of your home. The rich media tools and the ability for the instructor and students to interact online make Webinars excellent tools for real estate instruction.
We use Webinars to instruct in all aspects of real estate investing.
Webinars also bring immediacy to the training and education process. A webinar can come
together quickly. Current events and news that influence strategy selection or changes processes can be quickly
shared between instructors and their students.
Insights into current market conditions, recent developments and financial and economic influences can be
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shared and interactively discussed for the benefit of students. Decisions and
profits can result from these webinars.
Video and other on-demand training puts the student in control of their training
and schedule.
The ability to access education when and where the student wants is invaluable
in today’s busy lifestyles. Learn what you need when you need it, and on your schedule.

The Basics of Real Estate
Students learn how real estate is valued, purchased and sold, as well as how transactions are funded. The effects
of location, buyer, seller, and tenant demographics, and the ways in which investors work with each are all important to success in real estate investing.

Quick Cash Strategies
Many investors are cash-challenged when it comes to down payments for rental properties. Quick cash investing
strategies can help these investors to build large cash reserves to use for other strategies, ultimately ending up in
residential or commercial rental properties for long-term wealth. Often investors continue with quick cash strategies even though they move to long-term cash flow strategies as well.

Cash Flow Strategies
For many investors, the ultimate goal of their activities is to generate long-term positive cash flow from their investments. They look toward retirement and funding the lifestyle the desire and avoiding running out of money in
their lifetime. Cash flow from rentals is the way that many lavish retirement lifestyles are supported. Learning how
to accumulate and build on cash flow is the path to wealth.

Seller Financing Strategies
There are ways to invest in rental real estate without third-party funding or a new mortgage. Creative strategies to
work with sellers for financing can make a deal when third-party funding will not.

Rehabbing Strategies
Rehabbing can be part of a fix & flip strategy or can be the path to holding the property for rental income cash
flow. Because there is a rehab process involving time, materials, and labor, thorough training in the process is the
path to success.

Residential Rental Strategies
Because a residential rental property is a long-term commitment, it is crucial to get things right, as you have to
live with them, or take a loss and get out of a property early, and often at a loss. Learn the various ways in which a
residential rental deal can be approached and completed for long-term gain.
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Webinars are great, but in our busy lives, often it is much more effective if we can
learn at our own pace, when and where we want.
Our home study courses are designed to be comprehensive and tailored to the
busy person who wants to learn their way.

Real Estate Investor Series
This is an end-to-end instructional series in real estate investing. It introduces the student to the various ways in
which profits can be created with real estate. The different strategies for different investor and market situations
are discussed.
This course series is a comprehensive walk-through of the different strategies for profit and cash flow. The student
gets a thorough description of each process, which are best in certain markets and at certain times, and the methods and processes for success.
There is no better way for the novice real estate investor to build confidence and begin to develop an investment
plan that will help them to avoid common pitfalls and navigate around obstacles to success. Most important,
knowing how each strategy is constructed and funded, the investor lowers their risks. Knowing what makes a good
deal, the investor can avoid risk through best practices and due diligence.

Real Estate Financing Options
Money makes the world go ‘round, and it takes money to make money are both very old and true sayings. However, real estate is an awesome asset class for everyone regardless of their credit standing or cash reserves.
There is money available for every investor and every properly vetted deal:
••

Seller financing for rental properties

••

Sandwich lease strategies for rentals

••

Assignment contracts

••

Transaction lenders

••

Hard and Private money

••

Funding through partnerships

••

Mortgages for rentals

••

Equity financing

There are resources for all of these funding sources that you’ll learn in this course series, as well as how to tap them.
These study courses are designed to give the student the tools to go out and do their first deal.
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Knowing what to do and how to do it is fine, but you also need some help in the form of
tools, resources, and vendors who work with real estate investors every day.
Along the way, you’ll build a team for some of your deals, and these Investor Expos are
where you may meet them first.

Along the way, you will need access to:
••

Transaction lenders

••

Repair companies and contractors

••

Real estate agents

••

Appraisers

••

Title companies

••

Attorneys

••

Home stagers

••

Property management companies

Meet them at Investor Expos.

Learning at home online is great, as are on-demand courses and webinars. Sometimes there is no substitute for immersion in an environment away from your normal
surroundings.
The synergy of learning in the company of others with your same interests makes our
Live Boot Camps exciting.

Each quarter, we host a live boot camp. In these boot camps, we can concentrate on cutting-edge real estate
strategies. These are the type of strategies to give you a leg up on the competition. That competition gets fiercer
when there are fewer opportunities, so finding opportunities first or taking a new approach can often make the
difference. Learn how at one of our live boot camps.

Some people do best without the distraction of other students.
They also need some extra consideration in that they need instruction to come to them instead of the other way around.
We’ve got you covered.
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An experienced mentor flies to you for two days of hands-on action-oriented training customized and tailored to
drive rich, practical learning and development. Your own personal trainer works with you on the strategies best for
your market area, your risk tolerance, and your financial investment capabilities.

Sometimes the desire is so great that there is nothing short of advanced concepts
training in your market area in a team concept.
Our advanced training is offered to exclusive groups.

Inner Circle & Protégé Teams: By partnering with Response and our Next Level training, you’ll have access to
great educational resources and materials. We are with you every step of the way, ensuring you are making the
correct investment choices and decisions. We’d be one of the first who admits that without support, investing can
be overwhelming with all the laws, regulations, guidelines, contacts… however, with our advisory support and
resource lines, you can call any time during our regular business hours to get any of your questions answered.
Members of the Inner Circle and Protégé teams have positioned themselves to receive training from our top trainers, along with the systems and tools they’ve invested years perfecting. Being a member of the Inner Circle and
Protégé Team means you get access to:
Multi-week customized training experience for individual students:
••

One-on-one relationship with a personal trainer to customize and accelerate the learning curve.

••

Full access to our Response.com Education Center and the world-class curriculum it contains.

This is the ultimate level in our training programs requiring membership.

You can use index cards and filing cabinets, but today’s real estate investment environment moves fast, and the data you need for profitable investment decisions is best
collected and managed on the computer.
Our Software Tools are designed for real estate investors.
Our real estate software products deliver deep research capabilities and fast data collection and due diligence
tools. Often an investor will do a cursory review of 50 to 75 properties to make a strategic investment selection.
These tools make that process faster and more accurate.
Now and then the only path to the best decision is one that requires a second opinion
or some advice.
Our Advisory Line is available to students so that you can access an expert when you
have a decision to make, and you need more information or just some reinforcing
opinions to get it right.
All of these educational and support tools are available for your success.
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Online Education You Can Trust
There are millions of pages online that provide real estate information, and specifically for real estate investors on
many. The next search you do for the information you need, preface the search phrase with .gov.
In other words, make Google pull .gov websites nearer the top of the search results. An example that fits this discussion on avoiding roadblocks and pitfalls may be a rental property that is experiencing downward rent pressure.
It met all of your criteria and valuation models when you bought it, and for a few years, it’s been generating the anticipated cash flow. Lately, though, neighborhood demographics have changed, and rents have fallen somewhat.
You can just sell it, but is there another choice?

This is a screenshot from USA.gov here: https://www.usa.gov/finding-home.
It is possible for you to offer a housing opportunity to someone who cannot afford the rent you want to charge. If
you meet the requirements, this program will subsidize their rent. This is a major advantage for you, as part of your
rent is paid by the government. It also tends to keep tenants longer, as they can’t find better housing for their rent
payment.
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Home Investment Partnership Program
This is a HUD program, and the link above is to the program page at HUD.gov. From the website:
HOME Program Summary
The HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) provides formula grants to States and localities that communities
use - often in partnership with local nonprofit groups - to fund a wide range of activities including building, buying,
and/or rehabilitating affordable housing for rent or homeownership or providing direct rental assistance to low-income people. HOME is the largest Federal block grant to state and local governments designed exclusively to create
affordable housing for low-income households.
HOME funds are awarded annually as formula grants to participating jurisdictions (PJs).The program’s flexibility allows
States and local governments to use HOME funds for grants, direct loans, loan guarantees or other forms of credit
enhancements, or rental assistance or security deposits.

This may not be a program that works for your investing, but the purpose here is to show how some creative
searching online can yield educational and opportunity assistance for real estate investors.

HUD Property Ownership Restrictions
This is a link at HUD.gov to a PDF file that also has information for investors, an introduction cut from that PDF here:
4155.1 4.B.1.d Investor Property Limitations (Reference)
Entities purchasing investment properties are limited to a financial interest in seven rental dwelling units.
References: For additional information on • investment property requirements, see HUD 4155.1 4.B.4, and • the
dwelling unit limitation for investors, see HUD 4155.1 4.B.4.d
Whether anything here applies to your situation is something you’ll need to research at the site. However, for this
example, you’re seeing opportunities for information to help you succeed in real estate investing while avoiding
roadblocks and reducing risks.

Affordable housing: Investing for Profit
This link is to an article at Investopedia.com. Here is a cut from that article:
Successful real estate investors are more than just landlords, they are savvy business executives.
They operate much like portfolio managers and business managers who focus on maximizing profits while creating value for clients. This article discusses affordable housing investment as a business and investment strategy.
We’ll start with a definition of affordable housing and look at three groups that represent the best target market.
Next, we’ll discuss affordability which is the defining characteristic of the target market. Then we’ll turn to profitability and marketability, issues that make a good investment great. Finally, we’ll look at financing, action steps,
and wider business and social implications of affordable housing investment.
There are perhaps hundreds more independent, non-hype, articles that can help you to answer the question of
this section. You can avoid many or most of the roadblocks and lower the risks that other investors encounter
because they didn’t do the research.
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Q: How can I find income properties I can flip quickly?
If you’re flipping income properties, then your buyer is a rental property investor. They want something ready for
a tenant and not in need of any significant prep or repair work. They also obviously want to buy at a discount to
current market value (instant equity) and rent out with acceptable monthly cash flow.
Those are the short list, but the important ones. Knowing what you need to find is the first step; from there it’s a
race with the competition to find those properties.

Locating Properties
Advertise for them – Run classified or Craigslist ads stating that you help owners to avoid foreclosure, buy houses with cash, buy houses fast, or a combination of these things that motivated sellers will recognize.
County records checks – Often you can do this online, but if you have to, go to the courthouse. You’re looking for
new notices of default or estate filings that give you advance notice of possible opportunities.
RealtyTrac.com – https://www.realtytrac.com/mapsearch/pre-foreclosures/ & others.

Check out several sites through searches that list pre-foreclosure homes.
HUD.gov – The Department of Housing and Urban Development has a site at http://hudhomestore.com dedicated to selling mostly foreclosed and pre-foreclosure homes.
Fannie Mae – Fannie Mae is one of the top two guarantors of loans, so there are a large number of their foreclosures for sale at http://Homepath.com.
Freddie Mac – Freddie Mac is the other major home loan guarantor, and they sell homes across the country at
http://HomeSteps.com.
Drive around – Sometimes great deals are found simply by paying attention to homes you pass by that look
abandoned; tall grass, newspapers in the yard, electric meter pulled, gas meter locked, etc. Research courthouse
records for the address to find the owner and any mortgages or liens on the property.
All of these should be part of your routine constant search for deal properties.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
It would be easy to rely on two or three big online websites to locate income properties to flip, but you would be
missing a huge number of very profitable deals. For this discussion, we’re also assuming that you’re not looking
for fix & flip properties, as the question is about income properties. We will be seeking out properties that are
ready for a tenant, or in need of very few mostly cosmetic repairs to get a tenant into place.
In the next few pages, you’ll be introduced to multiple resources you can use to locate income properties you can
flip for profit. Some may not have a large number of properties listed at any one time. However, that’s why they aren’t on the radar of most investors. If you can efficiently keep an eye on them with an online look every few weeks,
the right property could pop up, and you’ll be out in front of the competition.
Some of these have already been introduced in other sections here, but they will be addressed again here in terms
of rent-ready homes at bargain prices.

The Craigslist Limited Search
There is a lot not to like about Craigslist, some scamming, lots of real estate agents and others advertising, but
there are bargains there when you get past all of that. The best way to limit your searches to yield fewer and more
relevant results is with modifying terms.

The search here is modified with the (-) minus signs to rule out certain phrases. Putting the quotes around them
makes sure that the exact phrase is eliminated from the search. This is because a great many listings were found
from agents with those phrases. We wanted to get closer to just those listings “by owners.” There will still be others, but this gets you to the best quicker. Notice the one in the box for $195,000.
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Community amenities near the airport could make this a good rental. If it really is priced to sell quickly and you
can negotiate a lower price, you could have a flip that would put a nice profit in your pocket quickly. If you could
get it for $180,000, the mortgage and escrow would be around $1,000/month for the buyer.

Over at Zillow, we can see comparable rentals, and there should be some nice cash flow if all of the numbers work.
Look at many of these, and a few will rise to the top.
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Here’s another one, and we see that it’s only been listed on Craigslist for seven days, is owner listed with the “no
realtors” comment, and they welcome reasonable offers. You never know when a distressed or pressured homeowner will need to sell quickly and a bargain is available.

The BPO, Broker Price Opinion, Edge
Mortgage lenders begin to take action very early if a homeowner starts to fall behind on payments. Sometimes
they are just staying ahead of a formal default notice, but the lender takes action to check out the situation in case
it gets worse.
To to this, they order what is called a BPO, Broker Price Opinion. It’s too expensive and early to deal with an appraisal, but the lender would like to get some idea of the current value of the home to see how much is at risk in a
foreclosure. Because they’re usually still occupied, a “drive-by” BPO is ordered from a local real estate agent/broker. If it happens to be empty, then they do an interior BPO, more accurate.
There is a small group of these agents in a given area who do BPOs, and the cost to the lender is usually between
$75 and $150. The agent drives by and tries to determine the overall condition of the home and then fills out the
lender’s valuation form with an approximate market value at the time. Even if a foreclosure does follow, this BPO is
months in advance in most cases.
Some of these agents do these to gain the favor of the lender or their asset manager to get the listing when it is
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eventually sold. Others do them just for the income. Locating the most active BPO agents in your area, build relationships. Get them to give you a heads-up when they get a new BPO so you can at least do your own drive-by. You
can see if the home looks in livable condition, and do your research to see if it would make a good rental flip.
If you can find a mortgage recorded and do your own valuation, you may see enough equity to contact the owner
and make an offer to buy the home. If they’re having difficulty making the payments, they may jump on an offer to
avoid a foreclosure or bankruptcy. If not, you can wait until it is listed as bank-owned, and you have a jump on the
competition with your early research for a quick offer.

Dig Into Courthouse Records Online
Many counties have online records of documents recorded.

This shot is of the Harris County, TX website for property records. You have to set up an account to search, but it’s free.
Searching for L/P, Lis Pendens, we see 165 records over the past month or so. A lis pendens is often the first notice
that someone is behind on their mortgage payments and the lender is taking action.
We see one record that appears to be a home, and over on the right is the file number. Clicking on that number
takes you to the document(s) filed.
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This is part of the recorded document. If this is a home in a neighborhood you like, it could be an opportunity, so
further research can be done. Check out your county’s online records to see if you can do these searches. If you
can’t do them online, it’s a lot more time-consuming to do in the courthouse, but that does eliminate a lot of
competition.
The search that turned up this property took less than five minutes, and more than 160 other lis pendens were
there to comb through. This is early notice of homes that may be entering foreclosure.

HomePath.com, Fannie Mae REO (Real Estate Owned)
Fannie Mae, along with Freddie Mac, guarantees a large percentage of home mortgages in this country. When they
foreclose, the listings are on this site.
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This search turned up several homes, and the top one is newly listed. Details:

Those are the details for this home. Depending on your requirements and those of your rental investor clients, this
could be worth investigating. You can make an offer online for these properties.
Some of these may need more repair work than you want, so every property would need a visit before making an
actual offer.

Freddie Mac Foreclosures at HomeSteps.com
Like Fannie Mae, this mortgage giant lists foreclosures online as well.
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There may not be many available in your area, but you should watch these sites for income property flip opportunities. Articles have different numbers, but many show the possibility of getting these homes at 80% to 90% of the
listed price.

RealtyTrac Pre-foreclosure Listings

This is a sample listing on RealtyTrac. Notice that the estimated opening bid is $214,000, and the sale history
shows that the home has sold for significantly more in the past. There is a lot of information on each listing to help
in evaluation.
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These are the comparable sales nearby, which helps you to see if you want to get into rental research and determine your top bid for the property.

Data Vendors
No recommendations are intended here, but there are data vendors that specialize in homeowner and debtor
data. Some advertise that their data for struggling homeowners can precede even the Notice of Default by up to
90 days.

A Google search yielded the above result among many.
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This example site is ConsumerDataLeads.net. The base data subscription is $32.95/month. The site advertises that
the data models behavior and other indicators that normally precede late mortgage payments and Notices of Default.

You can access this sample data here: http://consumerdataleads.net/sample-data/
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Q: What is the Current Opportunity to Invest in Real Estate?
You may read articles about the drop in foreclosure inventories and assume that this reduces the opportunities to
invest in real estate. Actually, the shrinkage of the “low fruit” inventory or easy pickings has caused a great many
casual investors to leave the market. They were only able to profit with easy rock bottom foreclosures. Their departure reduces competition.

This chart from YCharts.com shows a 5-year history of rental vacancy rates, with the March 2018 rate holding at a
very low 7%. First-time homebuyer activity still hasn’t come back to pre-crash levels after the troubles from 2006
through 2009. The millennial generation is in large part renting, not buying.
The baby boomer generation hasn’t yet returned to previous levels of listings for sale, keeping housing inventories
down. With fewer homes for sale historically, prices have been rising, which means rents have risen also. According to data from ApartmentList.com, rents continue to increase in small increments month-to-month, reflecting
strong rental demand.
All of this data supports the fact that even with fewer foreclosures, properties can be located and converted to
rental service with profitable monthly cash flow and appreciation potential.
This country has also become more mobile when it comes to career paths. People aren’t staying in one place as
long as they used to. As it can take from 5 years to 8 years to break even on costs of sale between buying and selling, many are opting to rent. When you’re not sure about how long you’ll be in an area or job, you’re less inclined
to take on a large home investment.
No matter what type of investing you’re doing, wholesaling, fix & flip, or rental investing, they all do well when
housing inventories are low and rental demand is high. It’s simply a matter of learning what people want and
where, and then going out and locating opportunities.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
This section is for you detailed researchers and data lovers. The question is about the opportunity in real estate for
investors. The way to illustrate that is with trusted data, much of it from studies, surveys and census data.

Redfin.com

Two interesting trends are clear in these two graphs from Redfin Data. First, home prices have been rising steadily
since 2012 and are trending up now. Second, inventories are dropping or static in much of the country, so home
appreciation should continue.
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Zillow.com Rental Data
Zillow keeps track of rents around the country and publishes a lot of data you can access for free. 			

This downloaded data is by state, and you can get more targeted data for many cities as well. The important
information here is the MoM, Month over Month, QoQ, Quarter over Quarter, and YoY, Year over Year number for
rent increases. Notice that, other than in New York, the trends are overall positive in all three columns. Rents are
continuing to rise.
Couple that with the Redfin data above, and we see constant upward pressure on home prices, static inventories,
and rents that tend to rise along with home prices.

Census.gov
This is one website with tons of data, and one downloadable chart shows this:

This is median asking rents, and data is only available now from the first quarter of 2015 backward. However, there
is an interesting jump from 2014 to 2015. Rents have been steadily rising around the country, highest increases in
the West. Rising rents are great for rental investors and the wholesalers and fix & flip investors that supply them.
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RentCafe.com
The data from this site is oriented around apartments, but as apartment rents go, so usually go single family rents.

St. Louis Fed Site

This site has a lot of economic data, and this graph depicts rent increases, which we see have been steady for six
years for retail properties.
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This graph shows the number of employees engaged in the rental and leasing of properties. We see the peak before the crash and the level now that has surpassed it.

ATTOM Data Solutions

U.S. Home Flipping Increases to 11-Year High in 2017 With More Than 200,000
Homes Flipped for Second Straight Year
That’s the headline at ATTOM Data Solutions for an article full of data about home flipping activity.
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Fearing a repeat of the crash, financing for home flipping has been increasing steadily, but we see that it is a long
way from dangerous territory.

Profits from home flipping have also been rising steadily, and they surpassed the high in 2005.
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Info.homeunion.com

That line that’s dropped so low is the vacancy rate in rentals, while the blue bars show rent increases. The law of
supply and demand dictates that low inventories coupled with steady or increasing demand will create upward
pressure on rents.

REIT.com

REITs, Real Estate Investment Trusts, invest in residential, but mostly commercial real estate. This graph shows
that REIT returns have been steadily increasing since 2009. While REITs are a good choice for investors who want
to invest in real estate in a passive role, returns can be much greater through active investing.
This graph does support the growth of rents of all types across the country. The entire real estate industry and
most markets are in a value appreciation and rental income upward trend. This is the perfect storm for real estate
investors.
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National Association of Realtors

That’s a lot of numbers, but it’s easy to drill down to the indicators we want to put our finger on the pulse of the
housing markets, both nationally and regionally.
In the first chart, we see that the number of sales year-over-year has mostly been down. This is largely a reflection
of low inventories, higher prices, and rising interest rates. This bodes well for rental investors, however. This means
more renters are in the market.
The lower chart verifies rising home prices across the country; again, good news for real estate rental investors.

Altos Research
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This is a real estate research and data website. Let’s look at some graphing that gives a quick picture of home sales
and rents for a few cities.
Houston, TX

We see that in Houston, TX, home prices are rising, but they’re
also selling faster with lower Days on Market numbers.
We also see that median house rents are up.

This is the data for Las Vegas, NV. We know that Las Vegas
was one of the worst-hit markets in the housing recession,
and it’s been recovering nicely.
We see that home prices are rising, while days on the market
are shorter, faster sales. That is borne out by the Strong
Seller’s Market rating at the bottom.
We also see that inventory is down and rents are up.
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Charlotte, NC
For Charlotte, we see the same trends, with days on the
market down. Here we do see inventory higher though.
Rents are up, and this is also designated a Strong Seller’s
Market, indicating strong demand putting sellers in a better
position in negotiations.

It’s All Good News for Investors.
The question for this section is “Is it a good market to invest in real estate?” Website after site, chart after chart,
and graph after graph, we see that nationally, just about any market where you find yourself is a market where you
can thrive as a real estate investor.
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Q: How do I get better returns in real estate investing?
Even if you’re focusing on short-term real estate investing strategies like contract flipping (wholesaling) or fix & flip,
your likely buyer will be a rental investor. If you’re a long-term rental investor, you’re seeking the best returns for
the cash you have invested, so everything in residential real estate investing is wrapped around rental profitability.
There are three areas of concentration in your education that will deliver better real estate investment returns.

Know your market area.
Before any other investment activity, learn as much as possible about your local market area, housing supply and
demand, rental availability, rental demand, and rental rates. Work with a real estate agent to get them to set up an
automated MLS property sold report for you. It will deliver sold property reports to you automatically by email so
that you can stay on top of home prices. The more data you run through, the faster you’ll be able to see an opportunity and take advantage before the competition.

Know the math.
Don’t let others tell you things you can calculate for yourself. You are the investor, and it’s your money. Learn how
real estate agents set listing prices using what they call a CMA, Comparative Market Analysis.
Learn the various calculations that go into the evaluation of a property as a rental, like:
••

Gross Potential Income, GPI

••

Gross Operating Income, GOI

••

Vacancy and Credit Loss

••

Net Operating Income, NOI

There are other investment calculations, all important in some way to your ROI.

Dig for opportunities.
Leave no stone unturned, county record unexamined, listing website unscanned, or any other property location
method unused when it comes to finding properties. Even if you’re checking out 50+ properties to get one deal, it’s
going to be a good deal if all of your selection and valuation criteria tell you that it is.
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**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
In another question, there is a more detailed explanation of each calculation, but let’s do a quick review of the
rental property calculations that you’ll use to evaluate a property for investment potential. If you want a better
return on your investment, search harder for more opportunities, then run them through these calculations at a
minimum. These are quick examples of each calculation step-by-step.

Vacancy and Credit Loss
1. Determine an expected percentage of loss due to vacancy and non-payment by checking that of comparable properties and the recent loss experienced by the subject property.
Last year’s vacancy and credit loss from the subject property may have been 3% of net operating income. Other comparable properties experienced an average of 4%. Choose a value in the mix, let›s say
3.60%.
2. Adjust your net operating income for next year by any anticipated rent increases. If you are anticipating a
5% increase in rent, and net operating income this year is $44,000, then:
$44,000 X 1.05 = $46,200
3. Calculate the expected monetary loss for next year due to vacancy and credit losses:
$46,200(net operating income) X .0360 (3.6%) loss estimate = $1663.20.

Gross Potential Income, GPI
1. 3 units * $700/month = $2100
2. $2100 * 12 = $25,200
3. 3 units * $800/month = $2400
4. $2400 * 12 = $28,800
5. $25,200 + $28,800 = $54,000 Annual income. This is our GPI.

Gross Operating Income, GOI
1. Let’s use our already calculated Gross Potential Income result of $54,000. It is if all units are full and all
rents paid.
2. Based on experience, the current market and rental occupancy, we estimate that our losses due to
vacancies and non-payment will be 5%.
3. $54,000 *.05 = $2700
4. $54,000 - $2700= $51,300 for our Gross Operating Income
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Net Operating Income, NOI
1. Determine the Gross Operating Income (GOI) of the property:
Gross Potential Income - Vacancy and Credit Loss = Gross Operating Income
2. Determine the operating expenses of the property. This would include expenses for management, legal
and accounting, insurance, janitorial, maintenance, supplies, taxes, utilities, etc.
3. Subtract the operating expenses from the Gross Operating Income to arrive at the Net Operating Income.
Using the example of a property with a gross operating income of $52,000 and operating expenses of
$37,000, our net operating income would be:
4. $52,000 - $37,000 = $15,000 Net Operating Income

Cash Flow Before Taxes, CFBT
1. Begin with the Net Operating Income of the property.
2. Subtract the money out for debt service. This is the amount spent on the entire mortgage payment, interest, and principle.
3. Subtract any capital expenditures. This would be money spent for improvements on the property, whether they are deductible that year or not. This is actual cash spent.
4. Add any loan proceeds. This is the money borrowed on a loan other than the original mortgage. If you
made capital improvements but took out a loan to pay for it, put that loan amount here as an addition.
5. Add any interest earned. Should the property have loans or investments out that provide cash in as interest, add that in here.
6. You have now come to the result, which is the Cash Flow Before Taxes (CFBT) for this property. Here’s the
line itemization:
7. Begin with Net Operating Income
- Subtract Debt Service
- Subtract Capital Improvements cash out
+ Add Loan Proceeds for loans to finance operations
+ Add back any interest earned

= Cash Flow Before Taxes
That’s all of the important ones, and they’re not difficult or too time-consuming to do in order to evaluate the
investment potential of a property. Maximize NOI and cash flow for better investment returns.
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Buy Right
Successful investors will tell you that the profit should begin at the closing table. You shouldn’t buy at full market
value. Before you can figure out what you’re willing to pay, you should know the approximate true market value.
You don’t do it like an appraiser, though you use some of the appraiser methods.
The best way to get to the approximate true market value is to do a CMA, Comparative Market Analysis, which is
what real estate agents do to set listing prices for their seller clients. The sold prices of nearby homes of similar
size and with similar features are used to value the home in the current market.
The details of how to do a CMA are in another answer here, and you can check them out at this link. You’ll need
that information, but to make things easier for three comparable properties, here is a spreadsheet that does the
calculations for you. You’ll need the details at the link to use the spreadsheet, but once you learn it, you’ll have no
problem cranking out a CMA in a few minutes once you find good comparable properties. You’ll have to download
it to use it, as this is just an image.

		Quick Steps
a) Enter the address, bedrooms, baths, sq. footage, etc. for the subject property that you’re valuing.
b) Enter the same information for each of the three comparable properties.
c) Enter an approximate value in the right column for a bedroom, a bath, and a garage space. (Read the
instruction at the link above).
d) Enter the sold price for each of the three comparable properties.
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The rest of the sheet will calculate for you and give you an approximation of current market value for your subject
property. Some of this is subjective, so it’s just an estimate.
We didn’t do anything with lot size, assuming you’re going to find comparable homes with similar lots. However, if
there is a significant difference, you’d enter a value for a square foot of lot size in the right column and enter the lot
size in square feet under the appropriate comparable.
Using the information from all of the above calculations, you should be able to see if this property would make
a good investment and at what purchase price it would work for you. For this question, now that you know the
approximate value of the property, you want to pay less for it to lock in an equity profit at the closing table.

Vacation or Short-Term Rentals for Higher Returns
In some markets, much higher returns can come from vacation or short-term business rentals. In cities where large
businesses frequently call in consultants, temporary workers, or freelancers, nightly to weekly rentals of houses
and condominiums can be extremely profitable.
In vacation areas, such as coastal or mountain retreats, the same holds true for tourists. However, these are more
seasonal. A mountain ski area will rent every night during the ski season, but rents will be spotty in the off-season.
Luckily, if you get serious about this type of investing, you can find detailed information to help you to evaluate the
potential of a property.

Airbnb
There are other sites with similar services and features, such as:
••

http://vrbo.com

••

http://hometogo.com

••

http://homeaway.com

However, the most data is available for Airbnb, and it is a monster website.
The website handles all of the details of short-term rentals for property owners as far as bookings and payments.
From a small room with a shared bath to a large executive home, any type of residential rental property can be
found on the site.

IMPORTANT
Many condominium associations and homeowner associations have rules against short-term rentals, so you’ll
need to carefully examine association documents, covenants and restrictions before committing a property to a
short-term rental.
If you can use it for this income strategy, you take a lot of photos, write a great description, calculate what you
want for nightly rent, and you can change that to adapt to seasonality, and you can even run specials to fill unbooked days to keep occupancy rates high and increase your income.
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What’s the potential? Just see how Airbnb has grown since it opened in 2008. This is from http://www.vizlly.com/
blog-airbnb-infographic/.

This site is extremely popular, and 60% of users say they prefer using Airbnb to hotels. Of course, you’re going to
have to do more to adapt your property for nightly rental, as well as access.
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Necessities for Nightly Rentals
From the Airbnb website:
Every Airbnb host is expected to provide guests what we like to call the essentials: soap, toilet paper, clean sheets
and towels. But why stop at this bare minimum when by offering just a little bit more you can make your guest’s
stay even more enjoyable?
For starters, use those essentials as a springboard to more noteworthy hospitality. Raise the bar on that bar of
soap by also treating your guests to some fabulous shower gel or bath salts—and source from local makers. And
how about a sweet on the pillow as a finishing touch for those freshly laundered sheets?
If you think toilet paper can’t be kicked up a notch, we beg to differ. Spending a few seconds folding back the
corners of that first sheet on the roll—or mastering origami—has the power to make someone say “Hey, honey,
check this out!” If the above suggestions all sound a little too basic, keep on reading because we pulled together
a list of favorite DIY hosting tips from Airbnb hosts that will inspire you to be as creative as you want to be. Each is
gentle on the budget, requires little time and effort, and is packed with enormous potential for injecting a breath
of fresh new charm into your space. Have fun!
There is a wealth of information on the website for owners, as your success contributes to the site’s success.
You’ll need to set up a cleaning service that will be on call to go in between tenants. This is becoming easier as
some cleaning services are adapting to this popular service they can provide. Many owners add a cleaning fee to
the rental. There’s a lot more detail for getting the right unit and getting it ready, but too much for this report. For
now, let’s concentrate on the important part; the money.

The image is a partial screenshot of Denver, CO properties on the site. As you move around the map, the images,
and links on the left change. A visitor can find the places they want to be near and see the homes or rooms for rent
nearby.
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Data at AirDNA.com

You’ll need to sign up to get access and pay monthly for all of the detailed data, but this is a screenshot of the free
data screen at Airdna.com on that Denver, CO market. Notice the Average Daily Rate, Occupancy, and Monthly
Revenue.
If you sign up, you can get to detailed data by property type, room, house, etc. You can see data at the bottom left
of this image that shows one and two-bedroom units are the most rented. Just above it in the blue section, you
see that the top graph line for rentals of entire homes is more than double rentals of private rooms.
You’ll find a lot of major cities with this kind of activity, especially when they’re also tourist attractions. You get the
business renters and the tourists. You can increase your returns by providing upgraded amenities and services to get
super reviews. Renters, or Guests as they’re called, rely heavily on the previous guest reviews in their stay selections.
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This is data on South Padre Island, TX, also called the Texas Riviera, a popular Snowbird destination. It’s very seasonal, and you can see the 30% occupancy rate could be a problem. However, notice the almost solid blue for the
property dots. That’s also a lot of competition. We also see that entire homes is the only way you want to go. At an
average $185/night and 30% occupancy, will it work?
30% occupancy would be around 110 nights per year. Multiply that by $185 to get around $20,600/year. Of course,
you’ll have expenses coming out, but depending on what you can pay for a property, it could still work if you beat
the averages with location, amenities, and service.

Is Short-Term Rental for You?
Only you can answer that. However, there are owners on Airbnb who have hired third parties to handle all guest
questions and every aspect of management, and they’re still making nice profits. They’re doing so with no involvement in day-to-day management.
There are also some entrepreneurs who will handle everything for a percentage of the rental profit income, and
they’ll then be incentivized to be efficient in the management of cleaning and repair services, as well as getting
great reviews and higher occupancy.
It is worth consideration.

Q: How can real estate help me with my retirement?
As a general statement that holds true, real estate provides conservative risk profiles with higher long-term returns
for actual cash invested than most other asset classes. To illustrate this, just think about cash and leverage.
If you manage to save and grow a normal investment account, stocks, and bonds, to $1 million in 30 years of
working and saving, at a reasonably safe 5% return, that would be $50,000/year, or $4,167/month in your retirement. Staying diversified, what if half of that had gone into rental homes costing on average $200,000 each?
Using a 20% down payment, you would have $40,000 invested (with some closing costs). Over that period, had
your half, or $500,000 in cash gone into 10 rental homes, where would you be for income. First, you’d still have half
of the cash-generated income from stocks and bonds, or around $2,080/month.
Now let’s look at these rentals. If you’re clearing after expenses around $400/month each, you have that $4,000/
month added to your cash-generated return of $2,080/month, so you’re at $6,080/month.
You’re limiting yourself though if you just hold the line. Over those 30 years, you’ve been paying down the mortgages, and the properties have been appreciating in value. Your earliest purchases should be mortgage-free after
that time, and mid-life purchases would be at least half paid off.
This is a huge amount of accumulated equity, equity that your tenants built for you. You could have borrowed
against that equity conservatively and probably bought several more homes. Assuming you could have purchased
four more homes, you could be enjoying another $1,600/month or more in income for retirement. That brings you
up to around $7,680/month, almost double that original $4,167 from stocks and bonds alone. We didn’t even take
rent inflation into account, as those original $400/month cash flows should be much higher 10-20 years later.
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These are all conservative assumptions, and it is clear that real estate and using conservative leverage can dramatically improve your retirement lifestyle.

**DETAILS & RESOURCES**
There are too many resources to mention that place real estate at the top of the list of wise investments for retirement wealth and income. Over at https://thecollegeinvestor.com/11300/90-percent-worlds-millionaires-dothis/, The College investor states:
Over the last two centuries, about 90 percent of the world’s millionaires have been created by investing in real
estate. This site speaks to younger investors, but all of the information applies to any age group who wants higher
investment returns with lower risk than the stock market. Another quote from the site:
“Knowledge is your sword and shield
A lot of 20-somethings believe assignments ended when school concluded, but when it comes to buying houses
for sale, as either a home or as an investment, it all begins with homework.
Knowing what makes a good deal a good deal and what could make it an even better deal, what makes a good
location a good location and so on, are extremely valuable skills to have. We now have the technology to make
this happen. You’ve got a firm grasp on how the internet works, how to handle social media, how to use a smartphone, and how to make a spreadsheet so use your skills to your advantage.”
You’re here at this event because you recognize the need for knowledge to be successful in any endeavor, and it
applies to real estate as well.
As far as real estate helping you with your retirement, the power comes from several places and advantages:
••

Diversification for risk reduction.

••

Multiple ways to profit from real estate.

••

Conservative with insured rental income properties.

••

Special tax advantages afforded real estate and not available to stocks and bonds.

••

Land is a finite resource, while the population continues to grow.

••

Everyone needs a place to live, whether they buy or rent.

Real estate can be the most important thing you consider in planning for the retirement you want and to avoid a
dramatic decline in your lifestyle at retirement.
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Diversification for Risk Avoidance
Real estate responds differently than stocks and bonds to interest rate, inflation, and other risks. A quick overview
of those differences includes:
		Interest Rates
When interest rates are rising, the costs of doing business increase for corporations that borrow money to fund
their operations. Bond interest also rises, costing companies more when they use bonds for borrowing. The average rental investor doesn’t notice rate increases connected with their rental properties because they are financed
with long-term fixed interest mortgages.
		Inflation
Inflation by definition is increases in the costs of goods and services. Companies must pay more for the materials
and labor used to produce and sell their products. If competition keeps them from raising prices accordingly, then
profits drop, and stock prices follow suit. Real estate is a goods and services intensive product. Building a home
requires extensive material and labor. When those cost more, home prices rise. When new home prices rise, so do
existing homes, and rents normally follow. Rental property holders enjoy higher rental income and cash flow.
		

Global, Economic & Natural Disasters

Corporations often do business globally, buying materials for their products overseas, and selling their products
there as well. When political or other influences obstruct normal business, costs rise, and profits can drop. Real
estate isn’t as susceptible to these issues, and your rental home is insured against natural disaster.

Diversify Investments to Avoid Some of These Threats
Investing in real estate with part of your money can balance your portfolio. When events cause your stock values
to drop, real estate can hold the line and minimize the damage.
This is not an argument to sell all of your stocks and bonds and buy rental homes, but diversification is a tool that
even a stockbroker advises you use extensively.

Less Risky Leverage
You can use leverage in your stock market brokerage account, but you pay for the privilege and can have that
dreaded “margin call” hit you hard. Real estate leverage normally is through the use of a mortgage, leveraging a
$40,000 down payment to control a $200,000 property as an example. The property is fully insured, so you aren’t
going to be devastated by a disaster.
You’re also building more leverage as you pay down mortgages. Investors who accumulate rental properties over
many years are paying down the mortgages at the same time the properties are appreciating in value. As their
equity grows, they have funds available to increase their holdings and buy more properties. An example with our
$200,000 home:
$160,000 mortgage at 5% interest with reasonable taxes, insurance, and expenses held for 10 years. With an
$1,100/month payment, using an amortization table:
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We see that at the end of 10 years, you would have paid the loan
down to just over $130,000.

Using this simple calculator and assuming a conservative 3% appreciation annually in value, we see that at the end of 10 years, the
home is worth almost $269,000.

Now we have around $269,000 - $130,000 = $139,000 in equity. Borrowing against that for the down payment on
another rental property can then give you more cash flow and start the equity accumulation clock on that property as well.

Get Started & Grow Your Real Estate Rental Portfolio
You can move your current retirement account into a self-directed IRA or 401k to get more control over your investing.
In doing so, you can buy and hold rental property in the account, accumulating the cash flow tax-free as it grows.
However, to keep things simpler, we’ll do our examples in a normal situation, such that you are doing your real
estate investing outside of a tax-deferred retirement account. We’ll also assume that you have that first $40,000
+/- to invest in your first rental home. If you do not, read the sections in here related to wholesaling and fix & flip to
see how to accumulate that much cash quickly.
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Community amenities near the airport could make this a good rental. If it really is priced to sell quickly and you
can negotiate a lower price, you could have a flip that would put a nice profit in your pocket quickly. Buying this
home for $190,000 with a $150,000 mortgage at 5% would amount to around $1,000/month including taxes and
insurance in escrow.
Now let’s look at potential rents.

Over at Zillow, we can see comparable rentals, and there should be some nice cash flow if all of the numbers work.
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Look at many of these, and a few will rise to the top.
We’re looking at around $700/month in positive cash flow. However, to be conservative and allow for some repairs
along the way and vacancy losses, let’s use $600/month, or $7,200/year in cash flow.
If you could find extra income, or if you’ve been saving around $300/month for that investment account, then find
some other money through short-term real estate investing and buy one of these homes every 5 years. Not considering the variables of inflation that would increase rents, but may do the same for interest rates, in 10 years, you’d
have three of them generating $1,800/month in cash flow.
At the end of that 10 years, you borrow against the equity you’ve accumulated in one or two of these and buy another one. Now you have four of them and $2,400/month in cash flow. Depending on your age, you could end up
with around 10 of these properties generating around $6,000/month. That helps a retirement out a lot.

Use the 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange to Grow Your Holdings
Instead of borrowing against your properties, you may see changes in the rental marketplace that make other,
perhaps more expensive properties with higher rents a better investment. Or if selling one would fund out of profits the purchase of two more lower priced rental homes, why not?
The 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange is a tax benefit for an investor in real property that allows them to sell and roll
their profits into other property and avoid capital gains taxes the year of the sale. They’re deferred forward until
final liquidation. There are some tight rules, but nothing that many investors aren’t doing every year.
Now let’s look back at that first home that we managed to build $139,000 in equity over ten years. If we sold it outright
and rolled our profits into three rental homes, we’ve tripled our monthly cash flow and avoided capital gains taxes!
We could take this out as far as you want, but even being conservative, if you could do that just one more time before retirement, you’d have NINE houses by selling those three and buying three more with the proceeds of each.
You could possibly pull that off in 20 years or less, so even a 50-year-old can retire with a cushy cash flow with real
estate. And, that’s without any other income used to buy homes.

Move Up to Multi-Family
Some investors are well on their way to a portfolio of single-family homes when they realize that there may be
a better way to invest in rental real estate. Instead of having single-family homes spread out around the area,
multi-family apartment investing is a more efficient solution.
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Economy of Scale

A number of properties in one location, often under one roof, provides a number of benefits for the investor owner
due to economy of scale. Money is saved, and profits and cash flow increased due to:
••

Fewer outdoor structural repair issues (single roof, fewer exterior walls per unit, etc.).

••

Lower maintenance costs due to negotiating reduced rates for more work at one location.

••

Lower management costs with multiple properties at one location.

••

Often there are utility savings with one large account for water and sewer instead of multiple small accounts, each with minimum billing charges.

••

Lower insurance cost per unit.

••

Lower cost per living unit.

••

Lower mortgage payments per unit.

Instead of driving around town to check out your rental properties, you can see them all at one location. These
economies go to the bottom line.

Financing is Different
Each time you buy a rental home, your credit score, bill-paying history, assets, and liabilities all come into play.
You’ll also usually pay a higher mortgage interest rate than if you were occupying the home. Some lenders consider all of the rental income in the lending decision, while some do not.
In commercial and multi-family lending, the lender looks mostly at the financial data, income, and expenses. Will
the property generate enough consistent cash flow to pay the mortgage and leave a profit for ownership? There is
another calculation that comes into play in this situation, the Break-Even Ratio.
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This spreadsheet allows the investor to quickly reach many of the real estate investment calculation results needed to make decisions. Notice at the bottom right the Break-Even Ratio. You can download the spreadsheet here.
The formula is:

Break-Even Ratio = (Debt Service + Operating Expenses)/Gross Operating Income
For a small 6-unit apartment project, it may look like this:
1. Determine the debt service for the property.
In this case, we’ll assume an annual debt service of $32,000
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2. Determine the annual operating expenses for the property.
In this case, we’ll assume that management and direct operating costs annually are $47,000.
1. Calculate the annual gross operating income of the property.
We’ll assume a gross operating income of $98,000 annually.
2. Add Debt Service to Operating Expenses and divide by Operating Income:
$32,000 + $47,000 / $98,000 = .81 or an 81% Break-Even Ratio.
Your expenses in this example are 81% of gross operating income, leaving 19% as a cushion and profit. Lenders
decide their bottom line requirement here but getting up around 90% is not good for getting a loan. You want a
lower ratio. Going to sites like Loopnet.com, you can find multi-family units for sale, and you can run your own
numbers to see how it may stack up to buy a small apartment project instead of buying and holding multiple
single-family homes. Here’s one example:
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It will take a lot more analysis to see if this is a good investment at the price, but this is the kind of information you
can get on the Internet to get to a short list.
For this project, the Break-Even using these numbers isn’t possible until you have a mortgage, these numbers do
not include that. However, if you could buy it for $500,000 and finance 80%, the mortgage payments would be
$2,147/month, or $25,764/year.
($25,764 + $25,000) / $73,200 = .693 or 69.3%
This should work out for a loan based on this, but a lot of other factors will come into play. However, you may be
able to pay less and get an even better return on your investment.
The move from single-family to multi-family isn’t right for all investors, but it can work well to build a luxury retirement.

You Have the Answers
It’s Time to Take Action
Now that you’ve been through these questions and answers, you should at least have an idea of where you’d like
to start and the beginning of a plan to build wealth and a luxury retirement.
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